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ABSTRACT 

Control of roadside vegetation is achieved primarily through mowing operations 

and the use of herbicides. An unfortunate side effect of mowing operations to manage 

vegetation growth is the occurrence of mower thrown object (MfO) accidents. The most 

significant effort to reduce mower thrown object accidents is for mowers to travel opposite 

traffic flow. A computer database of mower accidents was developed to determine the 

effectiveness of mowing against traffic on the severity and frequency of accidents. A 

detailed analysis of the underlying concepts related to thrown objects and mower direction 

was performed. Surveillance of mowing operations showed the degree and ease of 

implementation of mowing against traffic. Modifications to the mowing against traffic 

requirement are presented along with other recommendations on increasing safety on Texas 

roadways for both mower operators and motorists and increasing the efficiency of highway 

mowing. 
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SUMMARY 

Highway mowing is a necessary and vital roadway maintenance activity for the 

safety of Texas motorists. Mower thrown objects are unfortunately inherent to this activity 

and cannot be completely eliminated from all highway mowing. While the foldable wing 

rotary mower is prone to mower thrown object accidents, it is still the best available mower 

to perform highway mowing. This is due to its ease of use, lower initial cost, lower 

maintenance cost, and higher productivity when compared to other available equipment. 

Mowing against traffic was most effective in reducing the severity and frequency of 

mower thrown object accidents when conducted on roadways where at least two adjacent 

travel lanes are traveling in the same direction. Since objects can be thrown over two travel 

lanes on average, mowing against traffic is not as effective as originally perceived on two 

lane roadways where the lanes are traveling opposite each other. Modifications to the 

current mowing specifications and a highway mowing safety standard are provided to 

allow implementation of the resulting conclusions. 

Future research is proposed to increase the efficiency of highway mowing 

operations. The increased efficiency will allow mowing to be completed in less time 

thereby reducing the motorists' exposure to mowers and risk of accident. 

x 



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is the state agency primarily 

responsible for providing the people and commerce of Texas with efficient and effective air 

and surface transportation systems. Tltis responsibility has three principle aspects: (1) 

formulating plans and policies for the location, design, construction, maintenance, and 

operations of a comprehensive infrastructure, (2) planning for, fostering, and assisting in 

the development of intra-city and inter-city public and mass transportation, and (3) assisting 

general aviation with funding and technical expertise. 

Nearly one fourth of the department's budget is dedicated to the construction and 

maintenance of Texas highways. Of the $2.4 billion received in 1993 from the Texas State 

Legislature, $560 million went to the Division of Construction and Maintenance (DMC) of 

TxDOT. The DMC is responsible for overseeing the physical upkeep, repair and 

expansion of existing highways. Included under these activities is the control and 

preservation of vegetation growing along Texas roadways. This control is achieved 

primarily through mowing operations and the use of herbicides. Mowing operations 

constitute the majority of these efforts and has an annual cost of approximately $27 million. 

An unfortunate side effect of mowing operations to manage vegetation growth is the 

occurrence of mower thrown object (MTO) accidents. These accidents occur as a result of 

a foreign object being struck by the blade, discharged from the blade encasement, and then 

striking passing vehicles or other property usually causing minor damage. While the cost 

of MTO damage is generally small with respect to the overall mowing expense, there have 

been several litigation cases involving serious injury to the vehicle occupant by a mower 

thrown object. In 1990, the passenger of a passing vehicle was killed when a steel leaf 

spring thrown by a mower broke through the windshield causing fatal head injuries. 

Fortunately, serious injuries are a rare occurrence. However, the MTO problem is 

severe enough that the Texas Department of Transportation collaborated with the Center for 

Transportation Research (CTR) in 1986 to develop solutions to this problem. The CTR 

research teams investigated literature and patents, reviewed filed accident reports, contacted 

other states, studied alternate equipment and safety modifications, and conducted field 
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experiments. Recommendations were made to reduce mower thrown object accidents. 

However, no consideration was given to the implementation of these recommendations, 

especially with respect to traffic safety. Nonetheless, recommendations from the research 

were apparently used to modify the Texas state mowing standards and procedures; this 

being that mowing be performed against the flow of traffic in the nearest travel lane in order 

to reduce the relative velocity between an object thrown from the rear of the mower and a 

passing vehicle. This recommendation may introduce extra time and expense into the 

mowing operation and its effect on traffic safety is unknown. 

Consequently, this report features an in-depth review of the "mow against traffic" 

recommendation and provides new developments in safety procedures that address MTO 

problems, primarily related to the foldable wing rotary mower. The foldable wing rotary 

mower (see Figure 1.1) is generally the mower of choice for highway mowing because of 

its lower initial cost, ease of use, low maintenance cost, and high productivity. This type 

of mower is, however, responsible for the majority of MTO accidents. 

Objectives 
The primary objective of this research is to increase the overall safety of highway 

mowing operations by reducing the number and severity of accidents involving mowers. 

Since MTO accidents represent the significant portion of mower involved accidents, much 

of this research addresses the reduction of mower thrown objects by developing new 

mowing procedures rather than require contractors to purchase new equipment. The 

primary effort to reduce MTO accidents has been in the implementation of the "mow against 

traffic flow" requirement recommended in 1986 [Ref l7J. Unfortunately, since its 

implementation the cost of mowing has significantly increased (approximately 35% 

increase per acre [Ref 14]). 

This research will focus on evaluating the "mow against traffic requirement". The 

primary assumptions behind the requirement will be tested to determine the feasibility of 

mowing against traffic. These assumptions include the following: 

(1) Mowing against traffic will decrease the frequency and severity of accidents. 

(2) Mowing against traffic decreases the relative velocity between the thrown object 

and a passing vehicle. 

(3) Objects are not likely to be thrown over one lane of traffic, therefore the far lane 

is considered safe. 

Modifications to the requirement will be presented along with other recommendations on 

increasing mower safety on Texas roadways for both mower operators and motorists. 

2 



Figure 1.1: A foldable wing rotary mower [Ref 1] 
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Scope and Organization 
Chapter 1: Provides an introduction to this report. 

Chapter 2: 

Chapter 3: 

Chapter 4: 

Chapter 5: 

Chapter 6: 

Chapter 7: 

4 

Provides background information of mowing operations. 

Discusses innovations in mowing equipment and procedures, traffic 

concerns, industry safety standards and the development of a state safety 

standard and training. 

Analyzes a database of MfO accident reports. 

Analyzes the relative velocity assumption in mowing against traffic. 

Presents the results of a field investigation of highway mowing operations. 

Presents the conclusions and reco=endations. 



CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF HIGHWAY MOWING 

This chapter provides a review needed to understand highway mowing operations. 

It includes mowing objectives and vegetation maintenance goals and the ptocedures used to 

meet those goals. The three primary mower types are described and the advantages and 

disadvantages of each is discussed along with the defmitions of some terms to be used in 

this report. Previous reports done by the Center for Transportation Research and the 

preliminary reports done on this project are also discussed. Finally, problems encountered 

with privatization due to changes in the mowing specifications are examined. 

Background 

The Texas Department of Transportation has categorized mowing into four distinct 

types: strip, full width, spot and transition mowing. 

Strip mowing (Type I) involves mowing the area from the edge of the shoulder 

to a distance of 1.5 to 4.6 meters (5 to 15 feet) (Figure 2.1). Strip mowing also includes 

the following conditions: (1) mowing from the pavement edge or shoulder to the right-of

way line next to developed areas, (2) mowing around all signs, delineators, guardrails, 

culvert headwalls, etc. that are within the designated strip, (3) mowing the entire width of 

narrow medians and outer separations and (4) mowing full width, from right-of-way to 

right-of-way for drainage where appropriate. 

FuJI width mowing (Type II) includes all unpaved rights-of-way, except for 

designated non-mow areas where the slope is too steep or the area is covered with desirable 

plants. The frequency of full width mowing depends on the level of maintenance assigned 

to the roadway by TxDOT. 

Spot mowing (Type III) is performed when and where necessary to maintain 

adequate sight distances for inside curves, on and off ramps, intersections, private entrance 

signs, delineators, and other appurtenances (Figures 2.2, 2.3). Spot mowing is generally 

required when safety needs arise between scheduled strip mowing cycles. 

Whenever two areas require different mowing width, transition mowing is used 

to provide a gradual shift to visually blend the two areas (Fignre 2.4). Transition mowing 

5 
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Figure 2.3: Spot mowing at an intersection 

[Ref 23] 



Figure 2.4: Transition mowing around signs and ditches 

[Ref23J 
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is necessary between tbe following locations: (1) an area tbat is mowed full width and a 

non-mow area, (2) the designated strip mowing width and the greater width required 

around a sign, and (3) tbe designated strip mowing width and the extra widtb required to 

maintain sight distances at a curve, driveway, or intersection. 

In addition to serving a cosmetic function, tbe maintenance of vegetation along 

Texas roadways ensures tbe safety of the traveling public, enhances environmental 

protection, promotes and preserves wildlife habitats and native grasses tbroughout tbe state 

and mitigates erosion. Wildflower preservation has gained significant importance since tbe 

introduction of Texas wildflower seeding by Ladybird Johnson. The presence of 

wildflowers along Texas state roadways is popular with both residents and tourists. 

Preservation mowing is necessary to prevent mowing equipment from damaging or 

killing native flowers before they can seed. In areas where full width mowing is 

necessary, mowing is deferred until tbe early spring flowers have mature seeds. During 

this defer period, mowing is restricted to a single pass adjacent to tbe road (Figure 2.5). 

Mowing Equipment 
The mowing equipment used can be classified into three basic types: rotary, flail, 

and disc. Preferred overwhelmingly by mowing contractors, rotary mowers rank as tbe 

most common type of mowing equipment used to maintain vegetation along Texas 

roadways. Because of tbeir popularity, inherent characteristics and high usage, rotary 

mowers also have the highest MTO accident rate. In 1984,98% of all reported MTO 

accidents in the state were caused by rotary mowers [Ref 17J. Rotary mowers are defined 

as a power mower in which one or more functional components cut by impact and rotate 

about a vertical axis. Rotary mowers come configured as average garden mowers, riding 

mowers with fixed undercarriages, and tractor pulled mowers. The type of rotary mower 

responsible for nearly 60% of MTO accidents is the foldable wing rotary mower (Figure 

2.6) [Ref 17]. This mower generally consists of three rotating blade assemblies, witb two 

blade assemblies contained in side "wings" able to tilt to match tbe slope oftbe terrain, the 

third blade assembly is in the center of tbe mower. The unit is powered by and towed 

behind a tractor. 

The flail mower has been used since the 1950's. Flail mowers contain a set of 

many small blades attached to a rotating horizontal shaft (Figure 2.7). The blades strike the 

plant at such high velocity tbat tbe inertial forces of the plant resists rapid acceleration. This 

resistance is sufficient enough for tbe blade to generate failure stresses before tbe blade 

velocity is imparted to tbe free material. These mowers cause fewer MTO accidents tban 

10 



Figure 2.5: Preservation mowing for wildflower protection 

[Ref 23] 
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Figure 2.6: Foldable wing rotary mower with wings raised 
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Figure 2.7: Flail mower and schematic 
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rotary mowers because the vertical motion of the blades direct debris downward rather than 

out. Unfortunately, flail mowers are ineffective in cutting taller grasses. Flail mowers are 

also notorious for requiring constant maintenance because of the large number of moving 

parts and therefore cost more to operate. 

Disc mowers represent the latest development in mowing technology, utilizing a 

series of triangular shaped counter-rotating discs (Figure 2.8). Disc mowers offer a variety 

of advantages over other mowers including improved productivity, lower maintenance 

costs, and safer operation. VICON, the American manufacturer, claims that speed up to l3 

kph (8 mph) can be attained (compared to 5 to 8 kph (3 to 5 mph) for rotary mowers) and 

mowing can be done in almost any weather condition. The Minnesota State Highway 

Department reports that the frequency of MTO accidents is the least with disc mowers and 

that 95 to l30 kilometers (60 to 80 miles) of mowing with a 2.1 m (7 ft.) mower can be 

achieved during a normal 8 hour work day including breaks [Ref 17]. 

Definitions of Terms 

There are some terms that are used extensively in this report that may have 

ambiguous meanings andlor may be unique to this project and should therefore be defined 

so that the reader will understand their use. 

The term efficient mowing will be used to describe mowing done to: 

(1) minimize the number of times the blade(s) is disengaged, (2) minimize the number of 

times the travel direction is changed, and (3) maximize the amount of grass cut for a given 

time and terrain condition. 

The term safe mowing will be used to describe that mowing which is done to: 

(1) minimize the number of times the mower must enter the roadway and (2) minimize the 

hazards to the operator and the passing motorists. 

A mower thrown object, MTO, is any foreign object struck by the rotating 

blade of a mower and thrown out of the blade encasement that may cause property damage 

andlor personal injury. Discharged grass is not considered a mower thrown object. 

The right-of-way, ROW, is the unpaved area between the shoulder of a 

roadway and the bonndary to private property. The right-of-way is considered to be public 

land. 

Deadheading is a mowing practice where no productive cutting is performed. 

Deadheading occurs when mowers move from one spot to another without cutting any 

grass. 

14 



Figure 2.8: Disc mower with close-up of cutting blades [Ref 25] 
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Previous Research 
In 1986, TxDOT commissioned the Center for Transportation Research to 

investigate problems associated with MTO phenomenon [Refs 16,17]. The research 

included a literarure review, an investigation into mower design modifications, an analysis 

of MIO accident reports, and perfomance of field experiments. Six recommendations were 

submitted to TxDOT for reducing mower thrown object accidents. The six 

recommendations were: 

1. Herbicides and non-rotary mowers should be used in areas with a high risk of 

MIO accidents. 

2. Adopt the use of disc mowers. 

3. Raise the cutting height to 15 cm (6 in.) (this height has recently been raised to 

18 cm (7 in.)). 

4. All mowers should be fitted with a double row of safety chains. 

5. Operators should be notified of difficult terrain conditions. 

6. Mowing should always be done against the flow of traffic in the nearest lane. 

The sixth recommendation (mowing against traffic) was developed from the results 

of field experiments. In these experiments, fifteen objects were placed in a staggered array 

and driven over by a foldable wing mower (Figure 2.9). The objects used were 9 cm by 

9cm by 10 cm (3 112 in. by 3 112 in. by 4 in. pressure treated wood blocks of about 0.45 

kg (lIb) and 7.5 to 12.5 cm (3 to 5 in.) limestone rocks with a mean weight of about 2.3 

kg (5 lb). The tests showed that most objects exit from the rear of the mower. The CTR 

researchers concluded that, because most objects exited from the rear, the risk of MTO 

accidents would be reduced if the mower traveled in the direction opposite traffic flow. 

This would reduce the relative velocity between the thrown object and the moving vehicle 

and therefore reduce the severity of the impact. 

Privatization 
The privatization of Texas state mowing operations began in 1988 and has rapidly 

accelerated under the direction of Governor Ann Richards. Currently, mowing contractors 

account for approximately 80% of all mowing operations. TxDOT has a goal of reaching 

95% privatization in the near future [Ref 14]. Competition for contracts has significantly 

reduced the expenses associated with vegetation maintenance and privatization is 

considered to be a successful venture. 
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CHAPTER 3: MOWING EQIDPMENT, PROCEDURES, 
REGULATIONS, AND STANDARDS 

This chapter presents recent innovations in both mowing equipment and vegetation 

control practices. This chapter also presents the general safety issues associated with 

mowing including interpretation of the Texas Traffic Laws [Ref 22], industry standards 

related to mowing equipment safety, federal regulations for operator safety, and the mower 

manufacturers recommended safe operation practices. The development of a safety 

standard for highway mowing is presented . 

. Equipment Innovations 

A patent search of new mowers and mower shields and guards was performed. 

The objective of the search was to find any new equipment which would reduce the 

frequency or severity of mower-thrown-objects. Only patents since 1986 were examined 

since previous MTO studies performed a similar search in 1986 [Ref7]. 

The Komatsu Zenoah Company of Japan was granted four patents on a mower 

which has two pivotal cutting wheels slidably superposed with each other. The wheels 

have many teeth along their circumferences, and they rotate in opposite directions relative to 

one another through a given angle (see Appendix A). This design apparently produces few 

if any thrown objects, however, the productivity of this mower is unknown and the 

complexity of the design would require higher maintenance. 

Three other patents deal with changes to the blade design of rotary mowers. U.S. 

Patent 5,271,212 consists of a center blade section and two jointed outer blade sections. 

These joints can yield both upward and backward upon striking an object. Otherwise, 

centrifugal force keeps the outer blades in cutting position. U.S. Patent 5,233,820 has 

circular blades attached to the ends of a rotary blade bar which can pivot if an object is 

struck. U.S. Patent 4,936,884 attaches flexible tines to the distal ends of a rotary blade. 

An airfoil along the blade provides upward suction of the grass (see Appendix A for patent 

descriptions and figures). 

Mower manufacturers are constantly improving their products to increase the safety 

of their equipment. Terrain King has begun experimenting with steel rollers and internal 
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baftles in order to reduce mower thrown objects. The initial testing shows that steel rollers 

mounted along the rear opening of smaller mowers not only provides a consistent cutting 

height, but also significantly reduces the number of objects discharged from the blade 

encasement. Terrain King hopes the steel rollers can be incorporated into larger mower 

designs [Ref 9]. 

Recommended Mowing Practices and Alternatives to Mowing 

Examination of journal articles and periodicals provided information on 

recommended mowing practices and alternatives to mowing. The Toro Company with St. 

Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company developed a safety program for mowing. Many 

of the safety recommendations were general and did not specifically address highway 

mowing. The safety procedures mentioned included (1) policing the area for objects before 

mowing. (2) making certain safety guards are in place. (3) shutting off the equipment and 

inspecting the situation after hitting an object, and (4) becoming familiar with the 

equipment's controls. Another article stated that 25% of tractor fatalities occur while being 

driven on public roads and highways. Therefore. it is important to take precautions such as 

attaching slow-moving vehicle signs to the equipment and putting out warning flags which 

mark the mowing area (Ref 21]. 

While only a small number of articles address the mowing of roadside vegetation, 

many present the use of herbicides to control vegetation. The Better Roads article 

"Herbicides Stretch Budget in Louisiana" describes the impact of herbicides along 

Louisiana highways [Ref 10]. Before the use of herbicides, Louisiana right-of-ways 

required five or six mowings per season. The Louisiana Department of Transportation and 

Development saved nearly $4.5 million in one year. In Philadelphia, fifteen plant growth 

regnlators were tested. By mixing the growth regnlators with herbicides, grass and weeds 

can be controlled without mowing. One article, "Roadside Vegetation: Player or Pest?". 

questions the necessity of controlling vegetation [Ref 19]. The use of herbicides. however. 

remains uncertain. Proper use mandates training and special care must be taken to insure 

environmental safety. Observations along Louisiana highways show the cosmetic 

considerations which may need to be addressed to satisfy the public. Herbicide use on 

Interstate Highway 10 through Louisiana can be identified by the brown strips of grass 

along the shoulder contrasted with the lush green in the center of the median and the 

remaining areas of the right-of-way. 
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Traffic Regulations 
During the initial data collection and interviewing, it was reported that some 

operators, following TxDOT's requirement to mow against traffic, were given citations for 

traveling the wrong way on a roadway [Ref 15]. This has led to an investigation of the 

Texas Traffic Laws and interpretation of those regulations by the General Counsel for the 

Texas Department of Transportation. When the mowing against traffic recommendation 

was first presented, there was no research to determine its legality. 

In response to questions submitted about mowing procedures, the General Counsel 

for TxDOT provided the following interpretations [Ref 26]: 

1. Driving on the shoulder is restricted for most vehicles, but during mowing 

operations, mowers are allowed unlimited use of the shoulder. 

2. On the job site, whether on or off the roadway, mowers are considered road 

maintenance equipment and not vehicles. 

With this interpretation, a mower should therefore be exempt from traffic laws regarding 

. direction of travel while involved in safe mowing operations. The Texas Traffic Laws 

apply to "vehicles" and not road maintenance equipment (see Appendix B for Texas Traffic 

Laws, Article VI). Therefore, mowing against traffic flow is allowable, especially if 

confIDed to the shoulder, median, and side right-of-way. 

Industry Safety Standards 

Published mower safety standards usually fall into three categories: (1) product 

safety, (2) operational safety, and (3) manufacturer's recommended practices. 

Product safety standards 

Organizations such as the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the 

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and the American Society of Agricultural 

Engineers (ASAE) provide testing methods of mowing equipment to insure the safety of 

the product under adverse conditions to both the operator and bystanders. Mower 

manufacturers are generally not required by law to meet these standards. Most 

manufacturers voluntarily test their equipment to insure they meet industry standards in 

order to reduce accidents as well as the possibility of product liability litigation. Interviews 

with mower manufacturers confirmed they are concerned with product safety and they 

consider the ability to meet industry standards an important asset [Refs 6, 9, 18]. 

SAE 1232 is the standard most appropriate to foldable wing rotary mowers. 

Included in this standard (and also the ANSI and ASAE standards) is a thrown object test. 
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In this test, six-penny nails are dropped through holes drilled in the top of the blade 

encasement (Appendix C). The entire mower is surrounded by a cardboard enclosure to 

detect the number and impact penetration of nails thrown from the blade encasement. 

Manufacturers generally agree that this is not a particularly reliable, realistic or accurate test 

of safety for thrown objects. Other disadvantages of the test include: 

(1) Projectile size. The nails do not accurately reflect the type and size of object 

most likely to be hit, i.e. rocks. 

(2) Time and Effort. The standard requires each blade assembly be tested in eight 

different areas. For foldable wing mowers, this would require dropping 

over 10,000 nails, one at a time. 

(3) Expense. At least one mower must be sacrificed to perform the test in addition 

to the expense of the personnel require to perform the tests. 

A member of the committee presently rewriting the ASAE standard, said new tests are 

always being developed but as yet none are as feasible, statistically accurate, and most 

importantly repeatable as the nail test [Ref 18]. 

Operational safety manuals and standards 

Another way manufacturer's attempt to insure the safety of their equipment is by 

developing their own safety practices and including them in the operator's manual. 

Warning decals are also placed on the equipment warning both the operator and bystanders 

of potential dangers. Unfortunately, the operator's manuals are not readily made available 

to the operators. All known mower manufacturers provide replacement decals free of 

charge. 

The Operational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) under the Federal 

Department of Labor provides safety guidelines to insure the safety of the operators of 

machinery. There is no section of the OSHA code that directly addresses industrial 

mowers, however OSHA 1928.57 provides safety and training guidelines for farm field 

equipment [Ref 20]. Since industrial mowers are often used as farm equipment, these 

guidelines can easily pertain to industrial mowers. Section 1928.57 of the code discusses 

the type and frequency of training that employers must give employees who are involved 

with farm field equipment. It discusses some of the basic safety guidelines that are 

normally covered in the manufacturer's operator's manuals. Additional safety for the 

operators is provided by requiring the employer to make safety guidelines available to 

anyone who works with this equipment (see Appendix C). 
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Development of a Safety Standard for Highway Mowing 

There are industry standards which insure the safety of mowing equipment and 

federal guidelines and manufacturer's recommended practices which insure the safety of the 

operator. Unfortunately, no safety standards for mowing incorporating all the ideas of 

highway mowing safety have been found. A product of this research is a safety 

standard providing both contractors and operators with the information necessary to 

perform highway mowing as safe as possible while still being able to mow efficiently. 

Adoption of this type of standard will be significant in bringing the safety hazards 

associated with highway mowing to the attention of those who are directly involved in 

these operations -- the contractors and especially the operators. 

Three sources of information were used in developing this safety standard: (1) 

present industry and federal standards, (2) previous and present research on mower safety, 

and most importantly, (3) input from mower manufacturer's. A first draft of the document 

was sent to Alamo Group (manufacturer's of Terrain King and Rhino mowers), 

.Continental Belton, John Deere, and Bush-Hog. The response was extremely favorable, 

supporting the effort to increase mower safety. Many of the ideas and recommendations 

made by these manufacturers were included in the final version of the document found in 

AppendixD. 

The SAE and OSHA standards were used to give an appropriate format for the 

document. Since the OSHA standards do not directly apply to industrial rotary mowers, 

minor language modifications were made to incorporate OSHA guidelines into the new 

document. The language change made was to make the term "farm field equipment" 

include rotary mowers. As defined in OSHA 1928.57, farm field equipment means 

"tractors or implements ... or any combination thereof used in agricultural operations" [Ref 

20]. Since the term "agricultural operations" is not defined, it is interpreted to cover 

vegetation maintenance which includes highway mowing. 

A central idea in the highway mowing safety standard is training. Presently, 

operators of mowing equipment receive little safety training. The safety standard would 

require safety instruction be given prior to mowing at least annUally. The material to be 

covered would be provided by the contractor and would be in the form of a video or 

brochure. A safety brochure based on the ideas presented in this report and information 

gathered from mower manufacturers has been prepared and is given in Appendix E. The 

safety standard for highway mowing as well as the safety brochure incorporates the 

results of an accident database analysis, thrown object velocity analysis, and field 

investigation discussed in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4: DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF THE 
ACCIDENT DATABASE 

This chapter deals with the development and analysis of a database compiled from 

mower thrown object accident claims. The analysis presented will test the assumption that 

the direction of mowing can affect the frequency and severity ofMTO accidents. Using the 

computer database, trends will be developed to show the effect of direction of mowing on 

MTO accidents. Correlation between MTO accidents, geographic regions of the state, and 

type of roadway will also be investigated. 

·Data Collection 
Between 1987 and 1992, the Insurance Division of the Texas Department of 

Transportation received 406 accident reports dealing with mower thrown objects. These 

reports only represent accidents involving State of Texas owned mowers and not those 

owned by contractors. Due to the privatization of mowing operations, a significant portion 

of accident claims are reported directly to the mowing contractor and are paid by the 

contractor. No information is provided to the state by the contractor. 

Because of the limited number of reports available, it was necessary to calculate the 

number of reports required to have a statistically valid sample. Assuming all the reports are 

randomly sampled, it was calculated that 385 reports would be necessary to give a 95% (± 

5%) level of confidence. Therefore, the 406 reports available would suffice [Ref 5]. The 

initial development of the database is presented in Clotltier, Smitherman, and Wilkins 

[Ref 7]. 

Direction of Motion Analysis 

The parameters selected for evaluating the database were chosen to specifically 

address the mowing against traffic recommendation. The objective of each parameter is 

given in Table 4.1. The range of each parameter is presented in Table 4.2. A diagram 

outlining the direction an object is thrown was also developed to eliminate any further 

ambignities in the data collection process (Figure 4.1). 
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Table 4.1: Objectives of Database Parameters 

Parameter 

Time 

Date 

Location 

Equipment Type and Manufacturer 

Equipment Class 

Road Class 

Road Surface 

Road Characteristics 

Speed Limit of Road 

Mower Position 

I Objective 

To identify which times of day pose the. 
highest risk of MTO accidents 

i 

! To identify which times of year pose the! 
• highest risk of MTO accidents . 

To identify Texas counties with higher 
numbers ofMTO accidents 

• 

To identify which equipment brands pose! 
higher risks of MTO accidents 

· To identify which type of mowers pose 
· higher risks of MTO accidents 

To identify roadiypes which pose higher 
risks of MTO accidents 

! To determine the effect of road surface 
• characteristics on MTO accidents 

To identify road types where which pose. 
higher risks of MTO accidents 

To determine the effect of speed on MTO i 
accidents 

• To determine which mower orientations. 
• pose higher risks of MTO accidents 
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Table 4.1 (continued): Objectives of Database Parameters 

Parameter 

Mower Direction 

I Vehicle Position 

Vehicle Direction 

I Direction Object Was Discharged 

I Cutting Height of Mower 

, Installed Safety Devices 

lSigns and Warnings 

: Location of Vehicle Damage 

• Amount of Vehicle Damage 

Motion of Mower 

I 
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Objective 

To detennine the effect of mowing direction 
on MTO frequency and severity 

• To detennine the approximate distance the 
I MTO traveled 

i To detennine the orientation of the vehicle 
: with respect to the mower . 

To determine the tendency of a mower to i 

throw objects to one side ' 

To determine the relationship between: 
cutting height and MTO accidents . 

To evaluate the effectiveness of safety 
i devices : 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the current 
warning system 

To indicate regions where MTOs most 
frequently strike vehicles 

To indicate the effect of mowing direction 
on MTO accident severity and frequency 

! 

To determine if mowing in reverse 
increases the risk of MTO accidents I 



Table 4.2: Range of Database Parameters 

I Parameter Range ofVaIues 

Time I Hour and minute; Unknown 

I 
i 

Date i Day, month, and year; Unknown 

Location Texas county; Unknown 

Equipment Type Push mower; Riding lawn mower; Tractor-pulled mower; 

Unknown 

Equipment Class I Rotary; Rail; Sickle; Disc; Other; Unknown 

Equipment Make and model of equipment; Unknown 

Manufacturer ! 

Road Class Interstate highway; US highway; Texas highway; Farm to market 

road; Ranch road; Urban street; Parking lot; Other 

Road Surface . Concrete; Asphalt; Gravel; Dirt; Brick; Other 

I Road Characteristics One-way; Two-way; Number of lanes per direction; Other 

characteristics 

Speed Limit of Road Posted speed limit; Unknown 
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Table 4.2 (continued); Range of Database Parameters 

Parameter 

Mower Position 

Motion of Mower 

I Mower Direction 

Vehicle Position 

Range of Values 

I Side of road; Median; Ditch; Slope; Other; Unknown 
, 

Forward; Reverse; Stationary; Unknown 

Against traffic in near lane; With traffic in near lane; Perpendicular, 

, to traffic; Other; Unknown 

i Near lane; Far lane; Other; Unknown 

I
' Vehicle Direction Opposite mower; Same as mower; Perpendicular to mower; Other; , 

,.Unknown I 
'I' Direction Object was i Front right; Front left; Rear right; Rear left; Right side; Left side; i 

, Discharged I Other; Unknown ' 

, Cutting Height I: Measurement in inches; Unknown i 
I , , ' 

i Installed Safetyl Chains; Cable reinforced chains; Floating side skirts; Stand-off 

i Devices deflectors; Dragginu canvas; Rubber skirt; Other; Unknown 

[ 

I, Signs and Warnings Advanced warning signs; Reduced speed signs; Arrow board; 

Flashing lights; Flags; Cones; Other; None; Unknown 

I
I Location of Vehicle Body location; Wmdow location; Other 

Dama,"e 

I Amount of Vehicle I' Final dollar amount paid 

i Damage , 
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To provide an accurate evaluation of mowing against traffic flow the following 

must be known and combined with all possible configurations of the mower and the 

vehicle: (1) the mower direction, (2) vehicle direction, and (3) the direction the object 

exited the mower. The analysis is for mowing along the side right-of-way of a road with 

only one side of the mower exposed to traffic. Mowing the median places the mower in

between both directions of traffic and unless the median is large, the analysis does not 

apply because (1) more than one side of the mower is exposed to passing traffic and (2) 

there would be a different mower/vehicle configuration for each side of the mower. 

In order to perform the frequency and severity analysis with the database 

information the MTO direction was needed. An insufficient number of reports contained 

the MTO direction so a modified parameter was established to represent the relative motion 

of the mower and vehicle. Figure 4.2 shows the four direction parameters -- same/right, 

samelleft, opposite/right, oppositelleft. Two other parameters are also included to cover all 

possibilities: (1) moving toward (perpendicular to) the road and (2) moving away from 

. (perpendicnlar to) the road. Figure 4.3 shows the number of MTO accidents versus the 

relative direction parameters created. 

To determine the effect of direction on the severity of MTO accidents, the damage 

cost for each of the direction parameter was calculated and totaled. This provides the most 

objective and effective method of detemlining the effect of mowing direction on the 

frequency and severity of MTO accidents. 

Results and Discussion of Direction of Motion Analysis 
The total cost of MTO accidents versus mower direction is shown in Figure 4.4. 

The same/right category represents mowing with traffic whereas the opposite/right category 

represents mowing against traffic. Figure 4.4 shows that mowing against traffic does have 

an effect on mower thrown object accidents. The higher total cost of the same/right 

category compared to the opposite/right category shows that mowing against traffic tends to 

reduce the severity of MTO accidents. While the average cost in mowing against traffic is 

comparable to the other direction parameters (Figure 4.5), the high total cost indicated in 

the same/right category implies that mowing against traffic also reduces the frequency of 

MTO accidents. 
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Geographic Location Analysis 

A geographic analysis of the data was perfonned to detennine if the reported MTO 

accidents were confined to a region or regions of the state. The accident reports were also 

analyzed by roadway type. The categories used were (1) US Highway, (2) Interstate 

Highway, (3) Texas State Highway, (4) Fann to Market Road, and (5) Ranch Road. 

These categories were also divided as rural or urban (within city limits). Parking lots and 

city streets were also included for completeness and are considered urban areas. 

Results and Discussion of the Geographic Location Analysis 

The geographic analysis did not lead to any new insights as far as identifying a 

particularly hazardous region of the state. Of the 254 Texas counties, 48% (123 counties) 

reported at least one MTO accident between 1987 and 1992. Common to all the counties 

reporting accidents is an interstate or US highway. Common to the counties reporting 10 

or more MTO accidents (2.5 % of the counties) is a city with a population over 75,000 

.people and west of Interstate Highway 35. These counties make up over 35% of the total 

MTO accidents reported. The only exception is Hutchinson county which has neither a 

major population area nor a US highway. Deduction tells us that the more traffic the 

greater the possibility that an accident will occur. Figure 4.6 shows the number ofMTO 

accidents by TxDOT District. The occurrence of more accidents west of IH 35 (see Figure 

4.7, Fort Worth, Wichita Falls, Amarillo, Odessa, Laredo, and Childress districts) is also 

easily explained. The rockier terrain in west Texas increases the probability that an object 

will be hit and thrown. Combined with major highways and population areas and the 

possibility of an MTO accident occurring is greatly increased. 

Figure 4.8 shows the number of MTO accidents based on the roadway categories 

given. Of the reported accidents, 59% occurred on urban roadways and 41 % on rural 

roadways (Figure 4.9). Also, 56% of MTO accidents occurred on US and Interstate 

highways (Figure 4.10). Once again, the higher population concentrations in urban areas 

and higher traffic on US highways will lead to an increased probability that an accident will 

occur. [An interesting side note is related to the parking lot accidents. All but one of the 

parking lots where accidents occurred were at Texas Department of Transportation 

Maintenance Offices.] 
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Recommendations 
With about 80% of all mowing being done by contractors, any trends developed 

cannot be taken as being reliable. It is recommended that a new data collection system be 

developed using a new accident data collection document. An improved data collection 

sheet (Appendix F) was developed and incorporates the details necessary to complete any 

future studies on mower thrown object accidents and develop more realistic trends. 

The completed data collection sheet should be submitted to TxDOT with any 

accident involving a state-owned or contracted mower. Ideally, each MTO related accident 

will result in two reports being submitted to TxDOT, one from the vehicle driver and one 

from the mower operator. Mower operators should be informed that all accidents must be 

reported. The Department of Public Safety should also inform TxDOT of any reports of 

MTO accidents. Requiring mower operators to complete these data sheets serves two 

purposes. First, it will provide data for future studies. Second, the act of filling in the 

form will raise the awareness of the mower operator to mower safety . 

. Due to a higher percentage of accidents in urban areas and high traffic areas, it is 

recommended that additional safety precautions be taken when mowing Levelland Level 2 

areas as defined in Roadside Vegetation Management, Chapter 1, section 3 (see Appendix 

G). Levelland Level 2 areas are defined as developed urban areas and high traffic 

roadways, respectively. Additional precautions such as better signing and flagging. 

flashing lights, and lor a following vehicle will give passing motorists a better awareness of 

mowing operations and better visibility of the mowers. Better mower visibility should 

provide the motorist more time to react to the mowing operations and avoid potentially 

hazardous situations. 
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CHAPTER 5: THROWN OBJECT VELOCITY ANALYSIS 

Experimental results from the 1986 CTR studies on mower thrown objects showed 

a majority of thrown objects leave the blade encasement from the rear. Based on this 

information, it was recommended that mowing should be performed against the flow of 

traffic in the lane closest to the mower. The principal reason being that a reduction in the 

relative velocity will reduce the amount of damage to the vehicle or lessen the chance of 

occupant injury. 

This chapter presents a detailed analysis of mower thrown object velocities. 

Determined are the relative velocity between a thrown object and a vehicle as well as the 

probability a vehicle will be hit by a thrown Object. Using the experimental data of the 

1986 CTR reports, a probabilistic approach will be taken to evaluate if a thrown object can 

travel into the far travel lanes. Simple kinematics will be used to determine the relative 

velocity between a thrown object and a passing vehicle on a typical two lane roadway. In 

addition, safety rankings are assigned for various mower/travel direction configurations. 

Data Collection 

The basic assumption for recommending mowing against traffic flow is it decreases 

the relative velocity between the thrown object and the passing vehicle. However, this 

assumption was never tested statistically in previous mower thrown object accident studies. 

Using the experimental data from the 1986 CTR studies along with data from mower 

manufacturers, the relative velocity, distance thrown probability distribution, and hazard 

regions were determined. 

The CTR 445-1 [Ref 16] study provided the analytical results of the momentum 

exchange between an experimental mower blade and an object. Those results were used to 

verify the calculations of the thrown object velocity using current blade assemblies and 

masses. The CTR 445-2 [Ref 17] study provided experimental data of thrown object 

distances. This experiment involved mowing over wooden blocks and limestone rocks 

with a Terrain King bat-wing mower. The distance each object was thrown was then 

measured. This data was used to determine the probability distribution of thrown objects 
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and used to determine the region of a two lane highway most likely to be hit by a thrown . 

object -- the "danger zone". This data was also used to verify the thrown object velocity 

calculations. Data gathered from manufacturers' brochures, interviews, and operating 

manuals provided blade tip velocity, blade assembly mass, and blade length -- all used to 

calculate the momentum exchange between the blade and a foreign object. 

Analysis 
Using the SIMAN statistical software package [Ref 27], three probability 

distributions were formed for the experimental data: (1) thrown rock distances, (2) thrown 

block distances, and (3) a combination of block and rock thrown distances. Figures 5.1 a 

and b show the probability distribution curves for the thrown rocks and blocks. Figure 

5.lc shows the probability distribution curve when the distances of rocks and blocks are 

combined. These curves give the probability that an object will travel a certain distance if 

struck and thrown by a mower. Using the distributions and a typical two lane highway, 

the danger zone was calculated. 

Figure 5.2 shows the four possible mower/travel direction configurations with a 

single mower and a typical two lane roadway. The mower is shown on the right side of the 

roadway since there is a general tendency for more objects to be thrown to the left. This 

tendency, however, depends on the mower model. This tendency may be related to the 

rotation direction of the center blade assembly. Further study is recommended to better 

understand the effect of mower make and model on the distribution of thrown objects. For 

this analysis, the blade assemblies are assumed to be rotating in the following manner: left 

wing, clockwise; center wing, counter-clockwise; right wing, counter-clockwise. This is 

the standard setup for Terrain King, Rhino, and Continental Belton mowers, the majority 

of mowers used in Texas. 

Using basic linear momentum calculations and the experimental distance thrown 

data, the average velocity of a thrown object was calculated. Other assumptions used in 

determining the relative velocity are: 

Cars are traveling &97 kph (60 mph) 

The object is thrown at a 45 degree angle to maximize both components of velocity 

The object strikes both vehicles with the same velocity 

Air resistance is neglected 

Each of the four cases was ranked from the least hazardous (rank = 1) to the most 

hazardous (rank = 4) with respect to the relative velocity at impact. In the cases where the 

impact velocities were equal, the case which had the greatest relative velocity striking the 
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nearest lane was detennined to be more hazardous. This is based on the probability 

distribution showing a greater probability of an object being thrown into the near lane than 

the far lane. 

Using the probability distributions shown in Figures 5.1 a, b, and c, the probability 

of a vehicle being hit in each lane was calculated for a thrown rock, thrown block, or a 

combination of both. It was assumed that for a vehicle in the nearest lane to be hit, the 

object must be able to travel 2.4 ill (8 ft.) {1.5 m (5 ft.) over the shoulder plus I m (3 ft.) 

into the travel lane } or more. In order for a vehicle in the far lane to be hit, the object must 

be able to travel 6.1 ill (20 ft,) {1.5 m (5 ft.) over the shoulder plus 3.7 m (12 ft.) over the 

near lane plus 1 m (3 ft.) into the far lane) or more. 

The calculations performed are summarized and presented in Appendix H. 

Results 

The average thrown object velocity was calculated to be approximately 138.6 mls 

(455 ftJs) or 500 kph (310 mph). Table 5.1 lists the relative Velocity between an average 

thrown object and a passing vehicle for the four mower/travel direction cases. The table 

also gives the safety ranking of each case. 

Table 5.1: Relative Velocity Between Thrown Object and Vehicle and Safety Rank 

CASE VELOCITY mls (ftJs) RANK 
Near Lane Far Lane (I-safest) 

I 158.7 (521) 158.7 (521) 4 
II 158.7 (521) 121 (396) 3 
ill 121(396) 158.7 (521) 2 
IV 121 (396) 121 (396) 1 

The probability of a passing vehicle being hit by a thrown rock or block regardless 

of the travel direction is given in Table 5.2. This probability represents the minimum 

distance an object must be thrown in order for an impact to occur. 
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Table 5.2: Probability a Vehicle Will Be Hit by a Thrown Object 

OBJECT 

Rock 
Block 
Either 

Near Tape 
33.9% 
86.9% 
84.0% 

LANE 
Far Lane 

24,5% 
70.4% 
64.6% 



Mower 

Distance Thrown Probability 

3 m (10 ft.) 84% 

4.6 m (15 ft.) 77% 

6.1 m (20 ft.) 70% 

7.6m(25 ft.) 64% 

9.1 m (30 ft.) 59% 

Figm-e 5.3a: Probability of the distance blocks are thrown 
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Mower 

Distance Thrown Probability 

3 m (10 ft.) 80% 

4.6 m (15 ft.) 72% 

6.1 m (20 ft.) 65% 

7.6 m (25 ft.) 58% 

9.1 m (30 ft.) 52% 

Figure 5.3b: Probability of the distance either blocks or rocks are thrown 
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Mower 

Distance Thrown Probability 

3 m (10 ft.) 30% 

4.6 m (15 ft.) 26% 

6.1 m (20 ft.) 23% 

7.6 m (25 ft.) 22% 

9.1 m (30 ft.) 20% 

Figure 5.3c: Probability of the distance rocks are thrown 
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Figures 5.3 a, b, and c show the probability an object can be thrown a certain 

distance onto the roadway. The outermost distance defines the edge of the danger zone for 

that roadway. 

Discussion of Results of the Thrown Object Velocity Analysis 

The graph of the danger zone (Figures 5.3 a, b, and c) shows there is a good 

probability that an average thrown object can cross over two lanes of traffic. While the 

calculations for Case ill show that mowing against traffic flow does reduce the relative 

velocity between the thrown object and the passing car in the near lane, the relative velocity 

is increased for the car in the far lane. This configuration would be typical for many state 

highways, farm to market roads, and ranch roads in the state. Mowing against traffic flow 

in this situation would not significantly reduce the severity or frequency of MTO accidents. 

Operators should be allowed to mow in the safest, most efficient manner possible for these 

road types. Mowers should mow against traffic flow whenever possible, however, it is 

realized that certain terrain and traffic conditions may require mowers to travel with traffic 

flow. The present travel direction requirements should be eased to allow for mowing in the 

direction of travel for less than ideal conditions. 

In cases where both lanes of traffic are moving in the same direction - Cases I and 

IV, it can be seen that mowing against traffic flow does reduce the relative velocity of the 

thrown object and the passing car. Operators should continue to always mow against 

traffic flow for these roadways. This would include divided highways and non divided 

highways with a center mruing lane. 

For full width mowing or where more than one strip may be required, the strip 

nearest the roadway should be mowed against traffic flow and if possible, mowed last. 

Mowing this strip last may allow the uncut grass to serve as a shield if any objects are 

thrown while mowing the inner strips. This practice should be followed for all roadway 

types where full width or multiple strip mowing is required. 

The amount of time a motorist is in the danger zone of a mower is related to the 

probability of an MTO accident. A vehicle can travel in the danger zone for an extended 

amount of time while following the mower or waiting for an opportunity to pass. The most 

dangerous situation is when a vehicle, traveling in the same direction as the mower, does 

not have enough room to pass the mower. Figure 5.4 shows cars waiting for a mower to 

leave the roadway so they can move in the mruing lane the mower is blocking. 
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'--
Figure 5.4: Mower in travel lane blocking traffic 
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CHAPTER 6: INVESTIGATION OF MOWING ACTIVITY 

This chapter presents the results of the investigation of mowing activity performed 

during the 1994 summer mowing season. The field investigation was divided into three 

parts: (1) interviews of mowing contractors, (2) interviews of mower operators, and (3) 

surveillance of mowing activity. Table 6.1 shows each activity with the document used to 

collect the data. These documents are given in Appendix L 

Table 6.1: Investigation Activities and Docnments 

Activity 

Interviews of Mower Operators 

Interviews of Mowing Contractors 

Surveillance of Mowing 

Document 

Questions for Mower Operators 

Questions for Mowing Contractors 

Observation of Mowing Checklist 

The primary objective of the investigation of mowing activity was to determine the 

degree of implementation of the mowing against traffic requirement. Other objectives 

focused on determining: 

(1) the type of safety equipment used, 

(2) the functionality of mowing against traffic, 

(3) the operator's awareness of mower thrown objects, 

(4) the willingness of contractors and operators to participate in safety training, 

(5) the method of processing accident claims, and 

(6) the possible traffic law violations. 

Using the above objectives, the documents listed in Table 6.1 were developed to insure 

consistency in the data collection. 
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Contractor Interviews 

Mowing contractors were interviewed by telephone so a wider cross section of the 

state could be covered in the shortest amount of time and at the least expense. Table 6.2 

lists the names of the contractors interviewed and the county they are contracted to mow. 

Table 6.2: Interviewed Contractors 

Name of Contractor Date Interviewed 

Randall & Blake, Inc. June 30, 1994 

J & J Services, Inc. June 30, 1994 

Chemical Control Products July 12, 1994 

Nor-Tex Environmental July 12, 1994 

C.R. Buddy Smith Constr. July 19, 1994 

Jerry Hamilton Contractor July 19, 1994 

Brownsboro Enterprises July 21, 1994 

Blackwell July 21, 1994 

Vamer Mowing Services August 5,1994 

G.W. Dill Au st 5, 1994 

Mower Thrown Object Accident Claims 

County Contracted 

Tarrant 

Erath 

Stephens 

Tarrant 

Erath 

LimeStone 

Caldwell 

Caldwell 

Harris 

Nolan 

An accurate assessment of the number of MTO accidents is important for 

determining the effect of mowing procedures. Presently, the only MTO accident data 

available are contained in claims made to the TxDOT Insurance Division. These claims 

represent only those accidents involving state owned mowers (about 20% of the total 

number of mowers). Other claims are made directly to the contractor. Since most claims 

are usually less than the contractor's insurance deductible, these claims are paid directly by 

the contractor and not reported to the TxDOT Insurance Division. 

Figure 6.1 shows that 60% of the contractors interviewed receive two or more 

accident claims per mowing season. Assuming one contractor per county is responsible for 

highway mowing, this indicates there are over 600 MTO accidents per mowing season. 

This is about double the number expected based on the number of claims submitted by 

Texas state maintenance personneL 

Safety 

Most of the contractors interviewed did provide some type of safety training for 

their employees. Figure 6.2 shows 50% of the contractors use hands-on training where a 

new employee accompanies an experienced operator in order to learn how to use the 
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No Answer 
20% 

Three+ 
40% 

None 
10% One 

10% 

Two 
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Figure 6.1: Number of MTO accident claims per mowing season 

Hands-on 
Training 

50% 

Brochures 
10% 

No Answer 
40% 

Figure 6.2: Type of safety training provided by mowing contractors 
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equipment. Contractor published brochures were used by 10% of the contractors to 

illustrate additional safety issues. 

All those interviewed indicated they would be willing to provide safety training to 

their employees if materials were made available. 

Mowing Against Traffic 

One of the objectives of the contractor interviews was to determine the functionality 

of mowing against traffic. When asked what problems mowing against traffic creates the 

only negative comment received was that mowing against traffic at all times slows the 

mowing operation due to frequent "deadheading". However, the TxDOT Contract for 

Highway Maintenance only requires mowing against traffic for the pass nearest the 

roadway and not at all times. Positive comments about mowing against traffic included: 

• 

• 
• 

No operational problems are introduced by mowing against traffic. 

Mowing against traffic decreases the number ofMTO accidents. 

Mowing against traffic in urban areas gives the operator better eye contact with 

oncoming motorists. 

Litter and Debris Control 

Contractors were asked for any ideas or suggestions for TxDOT concerning 

mowing. It was discovered that litter and debris on the roadside is a serious problem. All 

of the interviewed contractors suggested a better litter control process be implemented. The 

contractors stated that trash on the roadside contributes greatly to the occurrence of mower 

thrown objects. 

Operator Interviews 

Mowing operators were interviewed in person since it was felt this would yield the 

best results. The operators were interviewed on-site either during the lunch break or at the 

end of the day. This allowed the interviewer to observe mowing and interview the 

operator. Table 6.3 lists the employer of the operators interviewed and the county they 

were mowing. 
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Table 6.3: hlterviewed 0 erators 
,-------------~==~~= 

Operator Employer 

Keith Wilson 

Not Available 

Not Available 

The Paige Mowing 

Not Available 

Universal Services 

Mowing Against Traffic 

Date hlterviewed 

June 24, 1994 

June 24,1994 

June 24, 1994 

July 1, 1994 

July 1, 1994 

July 7,1994 

County hlterviewed 

Travis 

Blanco 

Travis 

Harris 

Bastrop 

Harris 

In order to determine the degree of implementation of the mowing against traffic 

requirement, operators were asked how often they mowed against traffic. The most 

common answer was "when possible" indicating certain terrain and traffic conditions do 

not allow mowing against traffic. Figure 6.3 shows that 33% of those operators 

'interviewed prefer mowing against traffic while 50% prefer mowing with traffic. Those 

preferring to mow with traffic stated it allows for easier movement on and off the travel 

lanes when mowing around obstacles. The operators also stated that mowing against 

traffic often increases the time required to mow some areas (Figure 6.4). 

Mower Thrown Objects 

The distance objects are thrown is a key factor in determining the effectiveness of 

mowing against traffic. The analysis in Chapter 5 showed mower thrown objects can be 

thrown across two lanes of traffic. Of the operators interviewed, 20% said objects are 

usually thrown across more than two lanes (Figure 6.5). 

A concern of this research has been whether or not the operators are aware of an 

object being hit and thrown. According to the interviews, 17% of the operators are usually 

aware of an MTO occurrence (Figure 6.6). The operators stated they could hear the impact 

noise from the blade striking the object. However, in high traffic areas, the operators 

stated they are not able to hear the impact noise. 

Litter and Debris Control/Speed Zones 

Operators were asked for any ideas or suggestions for TxDOT concerning mowing. 

The suggestion repeated by each operator is to perform a litter pickup before mowing takes 

place. hl urban areas where the litter problem is greater, non-profit organizations are hired 

to perform a litter pickup. However, it has been reported that litter crews do not perform 
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No Answer 
17% 

Mowing 
Against Traffic 

33% 

Figure 6.3: Operator preferred mowing directions 

No 
17% 

Mowing with 
Traffic 
50% 

Figure 6.4: Operator response to question: Does mowing against traffic increase mowing 
time? 
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Unknown 
40% 

More Than 
Two Lanes 

20% 

No Answer 
20% 

Nearest Lane 
20% 

Figure 6.5: Distance mower thrown objects are thrown 

No Answer 
17% 

Sometimes 
66% 

Usually 
17% 

Figure 6.6: Operator's awareness of objects hit by mower 
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the job adequately. These crews tend to avoid the taller grass areas that are notorious for 

hiding litter and potentially dangerous objects that could be thrown. 

The operators made other suggestions for possible guidelines related to their own 

safety. These included reduced speed zones around mowers and leaving the mowing 

direction decision to the operators. 

Surveillance of Mowing Activities 
Mowing operations were observed in a total of eight counties in Texas, mostly in 

the Austin area. Mowing was also observed in Louisiana, Oklahoma, Wisconsin, and 

Colorado. The mowing schedules for the various counties in Texas were provided by the 

TxDOT county offices. In addition to the "Observation of Mowing" checklist, each 

mowing operation was photographed and/or videotaped to provide a visual record. The 

mowing sites observed are given in Table 6.4. The roadway types listed in the table are 

consistent with those presented in Chapter 4. 

Causes of Mower Thrown Objects 

Observations were made as to the causes of mower thrown objects. Some of the 

causes found were: 

• Debris and litter on the right-of-way 

• Ground strikes caused by uneven terrain 

• Improper cutting height 

• Improper use of the mower wings 

A portion of MTO claims have resulted from roadside trash and other debris along 

the right-of-way -- additional details are presented in Reference 23. Aluminum cans, 

bottles, old tires, and mailboxes are the most common types of debris found along the 

roadside. Tree limbs and rocks are also hit. As previously stated, both contractors and 

operators consider roadside litter to be the primary source of MTO accidents, yet 

observations showed that operators seldom make efforts to avoid most roadside litter. 

The risk of ground contact is increased due to uneven terrain that separates the 

right-of-way from the pavement (Figure 6.7). In order to mow around roadside obstacles 

such as signs, guardrails, and culverts, an operator is often forced over uneven terrain onto 

the pavement. Blade contact with the ground is also caused by the slopes around 

driveways and ditches as well as ruts and mounds on the right-of-way. It was observed 

that driveways are one of the primary sources of ground contact due to the steep slopes on 
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either side (Figure 6.8). The uneven terrain reduces the ground to blade distance (effective 

cutting height), increasing the probability of hitting and throwing small objects. 

Another cause of mower thrown objects was improper cutting height. The current 

cutting height required in the General Notes and Specification Data section of the Contract 

for Highwav Maintenance is 18 em (7 in.). Observations indicated the cut height of grass 

was usually less than the standard height. The cut height of the grass on level terrain was 

generally around 10 to 13 cm (4 to 5 in.). This cutting height may provide a more aesthetic 

appearance, but it may increase the possibility of the cutting blades striking the ground and 

hitting an object. 

Table 6.4: Observed Mowin" Sites 

D/ll£l Count~ Roadwa;,: T:.:J;lSl NQ. Mowers 

June 15, 1994 Hays State Highway (R) 2 

June 15, 1994 Bastrop State Highway (R) 2 

June 17, 1994 Bastrop US Highway (R) 3 

June 17, 1994 Travis Ranch Road (R) 1 

June 17, 1994 Travis US Highway (0) 1 

June 17, 1994 Travis US Highway (lJ) 1 

June 20, 1994 Travis State Highway (0) 1 

June 20, 1994 Travis State Highway (R) 1 

June 23, 1994 Blanco US Highway (R) 1 

June 23, 1994 Blanco Farm to Market (R) 1 

June 23, 1994 Travis Farm to Market (R) 2 

June 24, 1994 Travis Farm to Market (R) 1 

June 24, 1994 Travis US Highway (U) 3 

June 24, 1994 Blanco US Highway (R) 1 

June 24, 1994 Hill Interstate Highway (R) 1 

June 24, 1994 Bastrop US Highway (R) 2 

June 25, 1994 Travis Farm to Market (R) 3 

June 29, 1994 Kerr Farm to Market (R) 4 

June 29, 1994 Travis US Highway (U) 3 

July 1, 1994 Bastrop US Highway (R) 4 

July 1, 1994 Harris Interstate Highway (0) 3 

July 7,1994 Harris Interstate Highway (0) 5 

July 17, 1994 Williamson State Highway (R) 2 

R - Rural Roadwavs: U - Urban Roadwa s 
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Figure 6.7: Uneven terrain between the pavement and right of way 

Figure 6.8: Steep slopes on the side of a driveway 
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Uncontrolled lowering of the side wings of the mower can also cause blade contact 

with the ground and produce a thrown object. The wings of the mower are hydraulically 

controlIed by the operator. The raising and lowering of the side wings is done to mow 

over uneven terrain and around obstacles. 

Mowing Around Obstacles 

According to the contractor and operator interviews, a complaint about mowing 

against traffic is the increased time it takes to cut some areas. Field surveillance also 

identified other procedures employed by operators which decreases the efficiency of the 

mowing operation, regardless of the mowing direction. Road signs and delineator poles 

slow down the mowing operation when the operator stops and attempts to completely mow 

around all sides of the obstacle. Figure 6.9 shows the observed methods used to mow 

around obstacles. Mowing completely around obstacles often forces the mower onto the 

travel lane (Figure 6.10). The time required to cut the area is also increased if the operator 

.must wait for traffic to clear before entering the roadway. It was observed that some 

contractors used a second employee with a line trimmer to cut the area around obstacles. 

This allows the mower to continue cutting without having to enter the roadway. 

Results and Discussion of the Observation of Mowing Activity 
Field observations showed that 41 % of the mowing operations consistently mowed 

with the flow of traffic, while 38% mowed against the flow of traffic (Figure 6.11). In 

areas with narrow roadways and limited sight distance, most operators mowed with traffic 

to avoid possible collisions with on-coming traffic. Because most of the observations were 

made in the Austin area where narrow roadways are common, these percentages may not 

accurately reflect the remainder of the state. 

The number of thrown objects and those mowing procedures that produced thrown 

objects were primary concerns. In 46% of the observations, at least one mower thrown 

object occurred. Of that percentage, 12% of the cases involved two or more objects being 

discharged from the mower during the time (about 20 minutes) that the mowing operation 

was observed (Figure 6.12). The Objects were discharged from the side and rear of the 

mower 78% of the time (Figure 6.13). This observation supports the assumption made in 

Chapters 4 and 5 that objects are more likely to be thrown to the rear and side of the 

mower. 
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Figure 6.9: Observed methods used to mow around obstacles 

Figure 6.10: Mower on roadway mowing around roadside obstacle 
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Figure 6.11: Observed mowing direction 
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Figure 6.12: Number of mower thrown objects observed during observation period 
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Figure 6.13: Location where objects were discharged from mower 

Figure 6.14: Safety chains on the rear of a foldable wing rotary mower 



Safety chains were seen on all the mowers observed. These chains are required by 

TxDOT as part of the mowing contract. Safety chains on the front and rear of the mower 

were observed in 92% of the cases (Figure 6.14); and 8% of the mowers did not have rear 

safety chains, but were equipped with chains on the front and sides. 

Operators have reportedly received traffic citations for traveling in the wrong 

direction on the roadway. No traffic citations were issued during the observed mowing 

period. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations for improved mower 

safety. The conclusions and recommendations are based on the work presented in the 

previous chapters. 

Conclusions 

Equipment 

The foldable wing rotary mower is currently the best mower to use 

for highway mowing because of its lower initial cost, higher productivity, 

and lower maintenance costs. 

Mowing Direction 

A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of (1) mowing 

against traffic and (2) mowing with no direction restrictions is presented in 

Table 7.1. There is no conclusive theory to support the adoption of either 

mowing procedure entirely. A combination of both procedures would 

produce the most effective and safest method of highway mowing. 

Traffic Law Issues 

Texas traffic laws do not apply to highway mowers since they are 

considered highway maintenance equipment and not vehicles while engaged 

in mowing operations. Therefore, mowing against traffic is not considered 

to be in violation of traffic laws applicable to direction of travel. 
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Table 7.1: Advantages and Disadvantages of Mowing Directions 

Direction 

Against Traffic 

No Restriction - with or 
against traffic or both 

Advantage 

Reduced number of MTO 
accidents 

Reduced severity of MTO 
accidents 

Increased operator eye 
contact with oncoming 

traffic 

Easier to move onto 
roadway when mowing 

around obstacles 

Preferred by operators and 
contractors 

Does not increase cutting 
time 

Disadvantage 

Most effective when all 
travel lanes are moving in 

the same direction 

May increase cutting time in 
some areas 

Difficult to move onto 
roadway to mow around 

obstacles 

May increase the number of 
MTO accidents 

Increases the severity of 
MTO accidents 

Reduced operator eye 
contact with traffic 

Recommendations for Implementation 
The following changes should be made to the Vegetation Manailement Guidelines 

for Levels ofVeiletation (Appendix G): 
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Mowing shall be done against the flow of traffic in the lane or group 

of lanes nearest the mower for Developed Urban Areas. When 

performing full-width mowing or multiple strip mowing, the strip nearest 

the roadway shall be mowed last. 

Mowing should be done against the flow of traffic in the lane or 

group of lanes nearest the mower when possible for Partially Developed 

Urban or Rural Areas. Exceptions will be made by the district 

engineer. When performing full-width mowing or multiple strip mowing, 

the strip nearest the roadway shall be mowed last. 

The direction of mowing shall be left to the discretion of the mower 

operator and contractor for Rural Areas. When conditions allow, 

mowing should be performed against traffic flow in the nearest lane. 



Recommendations for Future Research 

1. Additional study should be conducted to investigate whether line tri=ers 

could be used to mow around obstacles in order to allow mowers to 

minimize their access to the roadway. 

2. Future research should be conducted to determining if a safety standard for 

highway mowing similar to the one given in Appendix D should be adopted 

and placed in the mowing contract. This could improve the safety of all 

those involved in mowing operations. 

3. Future efforts should address improving co=unications with mower 

manufacturers. For example, when mowing specifications such as cutting 

height are modified, mower manufacturers could insure that the equipment 

is capable of providing safe operation. 

4. Future efforts should address improving co=unications with mowing 

contractors to insure they are aware of current mowing specifications and 

proposed changes to mowing specifications. 
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• ,. - 4,!l9II,401., ....-. 
MOWING MACHINE. -

Aklo T"";' Mw:hIda; JIIIIidIi YOIIIdtIo, TokJu; ShIm-oIat s..t. 
-. M.Il.chida. ami M.!tmm Tnfgpc!d T....,.., all of Ja:paa, 
assignors to Ito .... tsu.z..:.....lt ec.. Tom.1_ 
eol1tinnatiOl1 of Ser. No. BIi,4~ A.a;:. 11, 19S'7, l'lIt. Ne. 

4,88l,363. 'Ibis applialticm Mar. I!,. 1989, Sa-. Ne. 3l4,Dll 
Claims l'riority, appiiauj,:,ll .1 .... A.a;:. 25, 19B6, 61·198116; 

JuI. 6, 1987, 62-1ll2664; JuI. 6, 19S'7, 62-1112665 
The portiOll of the term of this psIItIIt ~ to NOT. Zl, 

2006, .bas beeD dl""!med 
Int.. CI..' AOm .54116, .54168 

U.s. CI.. 56-255 _, 10 Claims 

L A mowing J'lUlChinc.. comprising: 
n motive power source; 
Ii"'t and ,"",end pivolal =tUng wh ..... slidably supe:J>Osed 

with CIIch other and c:m::h provid=! with" number of g= 
cutting edges; und 

mcn~ for oscillating said cutting wlr.c:eis in opposite direc
tions =h through "prcd~ ""gle, .r=pectively, 
wherein said osdUatibg Jl1l:e.DS comprise:: 

(0) a crnnJ: shaft rotatabIy driv= by ...m motive power 
.source; .. 

(b) • first shaft coupled to...m fust =tUftS wheel; 
(c) • subs=tiolly cylindrical second shaft into which s:tid 

first shaft is rot.:".bly ami ~y iosen=! aJld coupied 
to said second cutting whee:!; tu1d. 

(d) • crank lever mec:banism provided be,w"""" sa.id cr.m.\: 
shaft and said rust ami s=l1d sItiIfIs for CCIIvertiDg a 
rotationaI motion of said c::::raa.k. .shaft into two oppc::tSitcJy 
<Ii'''''t=! oscillating motions of said fn aad SCCDl1d shafu 
to oscillate the lim. aad ~ whaols ...... tive to c:m::h 
other. respectively, with respec: to ........ of sa.id shafts 
through the pr=letermined angle.' ~" .. . 



!,0Z7,591, . , 
MOWING APPARA1tJS ' 

Masaharu Nakamura, and l'rfiaoru Wads. both of Tokyo, Japan, 
assignors. to Komatsu Zenoah Company, Tokyo, Japan . 

. Filed Feb. 21, 1990, Su. No. 482,754 
Claims priority, appllcation Japan, Feb. la, 1989, 1-41558; 

Feb. la, 1989, 1-41559; Jl1lI.l. 1989, 1-64005 
Int. A.' AOID 34/68 

u.s. CL 56-240 7 Claims 
1. A mowing apparatus comprising:" :; "', ' 
a motive power SOUf'Ce for supplying rotational motion; 
a pair of first and second cutting wheels slidably superposed 

with each other and e:at;,b oC-the wheels being provided 
with a number of grass cutting edges; and . , 

means (or reciprocatively rotating each c:utting wheel ~ 
opposite directions through a predetermined angie, re
spectively. the rotating means comprising a flrs.t shaft 
coupled to the flrs.t wheel, a: cyUndrical-shaped ,second 
shaft into which the first shaft is rotatably and coaxially 
inserted and coupled. to the second wheel, and converting 
means provided between the:: power source and the:: first 
and second shafts for CQIlver:t:ing the:: rotational motion 
from the motive power so= into two oppositely and 
reciprocative1y rowional motions of the:: first and second 
shafts wi thin the predetermined angie, 

Wherein the eonverting means comprises: 
a cam shaft rotatably driven by the motive:: power source, the 

cam shaft being provided in panU.1el with the first and 
second shafts; 

fIrSt and seeolld eccentric cam plateS which are eccentrically 
, fIXed to the cam shaft in vertical dircetion thereof so as to 
be rarliall y S)'UUlletrical with each other with respect to a 
central axis of the cam sbaft; and 
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fum and second arms each having opposite ends, a concave 
ponicm being formed at cme end thereof. and the. other 
ends of the first and second arms being coupled to the first 
and second shafts. ItspeCrhdy. each concave ponion of 
the flISt and second arms being adapted to receive each of 
the fum and second cam pJates, xespedive!y, in such a 
manner thai the first and second arms can be pivotably 
oscillated in mutu8ny opposite di=ticms to each other in 
accordance with the rowion of the first and second cam 
plates, whereby the first and secoIId cutting wheels being 
reciprocatively rotated relative to each other toward 
opposite directions about an am of the shafts through the 
predetermined angle. 



5,010,717 
OSCILLATING·1YPE MOWING APPARATUS 

Mnsabaru Nakamura, and Kazuo Knjimuru, both of Tokyo. 
Jllpan, nssigners to Komatsu Zenoah Company, Tokyo, Japan 

Filed Mar. %6, 1990, Su. No. 498,631 
Claims priority. nppllcation Japan, Mar. TI, 1989, 1.71854; 

Jun. 2, 1989, 1.64005[Ul . 
Int. Cl.l AOlD J4IJO. J4184 

U.S. CI. 56-17.6 8 Claims 

1. A mowing apparatus, comprising; 
a motive power source for supplying rotating motion; 
II pair of first and second cutting disks slidably supported 

with respect to each other, each of said disks including 11 

plurality of peripheral cutting teeth; . 
means for reciprocativeiy oscillating said first and second 

cutting disks in opposite directions relative to each other 
within II predetermined oscillating range by the rotating 
motion of said motive power source; and 

means for rotating said first and second cutting disks in one 
direction while said first and second cutting disks are 
oscillated reciprocatively by said reciprocatively oscillat. 
ing means, said rotating means also being driven by the 
rotating motion of said motive power source through said 
reciprocatively oscillating means. .. . 
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s,IIiW,%76 . 
ctl'1'IlNG BLADE FOR A MOWING APPARATUS 

AIda T<rIi, MaciI!4&, """ r.u... W""l".,..., Ioodt ol.Japoo. 
~ II> EM ..... z.....It 0 .: .. ~.lapa 

l'IIeoi Ajor. 11, rm. s.r. Me. 336,J54 
Qolms prioriIt, ~ :...., Ajor- u. ma; Q. 

.c8319(U) '. ..-" . . 
!'lit. <V AG1D W1fJ 

U.s. a. S6-Z42 _ 4Qolms 
L A =ting blade ror a mowiDg :appiu:anis cumptising: 
• pair or rlrSl tad ~ piYoaI cmtiD& wbeds sIidably 
~ with eacI:I 0Il= md acb iDcIlIdiJzs • plutallty 
or =ting 'Cdhlloallits~eacI:I toathhavina 
• major .....race. two 1IiideIr ..... _ .. outer pcripbenI 
cdg .. wbcnOa tb.e side • <l!f'.acb caatb 0( the cuuiII& 
wheds roms • prafiIe .~voIY. cIoeftiIoIIl by "" iDdIDod 
san_ ro~ ... 1CIIi:I: ..... '.fdoIIiw;·to the major ..... 
race o(the tooth sOlS to 'a ... u'~""" wiIoreiD 
the outer pc:;phcrai edge ili1ldi:acd by • pI.ue su!:sI:u
tially ~larlO the ...... smUce o(the ,oolfl; aDd 

means ror rcciproc::ariJ>g1y I"OIIIIiq the .....mnll whed$ in 
opposite direclions relative to eacI:I other throup • pn:deo 
lennined. angle; " 

whetein the cutting teeth at acb at !he =tin, whed$ _ 
bent slightly ,oward the opposite =tinS wheel so tlw 
only tip pomoas or Slid ~ teeth or eacI:I ""rtins 
whee! elastic:ally <:entacl each 0Il= wh... tb.e C"CI1tiD& 
wh--els .re correspondingly supel1)CSed and the 'ip por
tions ot' the oluing wheels are in e:agage:ment with eaehi 
other when: the cutting wheels are IDumally pivoted and I 
\\therein the cutting teeth of each cuning wheel arc iDter· 

meshed so that con1acting ponions of the cutting teeth or 
the firs' and "",ond cutting wheals are dispJac""ble along 
the protiJe of etch cuning edge according to pivotal mo
tion or the cutting wheels.. 



5,%71,%U-
LAWNMOWER BLADE WlI1f YIEWABLE 0l'1'0SIIE 

OUI'Ell CUIXlNG gcnoNS 

lisT S. ADcIenoa. 306 M.pIe Q.. Boll JIadde, T-. J702II 
1'DeII Doc. 13, llI!I2. Ser. No. 996,315 

lilt. c.' A01D $#1611 
U.s. 0. 56-12.7 17 c.-

o L A Iawamower bla.de. CXiWjUisiq: 

(a) a CCI1I<I" blade 0<CIXDl havia& a par 01 oppuoiIe '...a 

portiaDIODIi _ for 11M 'i",. blldelO allnw:....a 

of a IIIOWI!r drive shaft; 
(b) , ;>air oC oppooile OUIer blade o=ioIII coch haviD& a 

CIIttiq edge; 0DIi . 
(e) • ;>air of yieldobJe aniculaliog joiDlS ea:h "",ching DOe 

end pottio1I of each of Wd OIlIer' blade s=ioID 10 em 01 

,.;d opposite =I poru",," 01 said CZSIIcr bIadc -uc.. 
,uch thai =h of said OUler blade sectioDa con both pivot 

upwardly aDd rowe hackwanIly reIaSive 10 a ronnrd 

dite<:tion of blade rotmon 0DIi 10 a .cspo:c:ItVe "'"' of:mid 

opposiIc eod portiom of Wd _ bIIdc -=iaa 80 1110 

yid<l vpoD IirikiD& III objacl """ IbcrcI>ypoevalt cIamaac 
10 tho _ drivc.1haA ad said c:ua:iD& eda= 011 aid 
yicJcIma: ouzcr blade' F = rt' jij" . ---_ . . 

(4) eocb of ~ yiddable ~joiIIIa b!'lndlns 
~ .. ~-' .. -.... . .' 

.... ! 

(i)lIIeIDIforpivolally.. ! s ..... Ocaid~<'ud 
ponioDl of said _ blade __ willi aid .-eod 

portion of em<: ofuid ou= blldese=ioallllCb thai aid 

em<: eod poniaa 01 said CDC CIUIa' blade ...:tkm II dIt-

pcaod below uid ODD '" Nt CIIIi parIIIm 01 uid o=a-
Ier bJadc ...,.;.",; met _. 

(ii) -- iDD!DIIed 10 said ! S"""" fDt iIIIIIiD& 
:mid ODe eoKi partioD of aid .... ou= blade oe=Iaa 0DIi 
aid em oppuoiIe CIIIi parIIaa.oI said'_ bIode .
tiC!IZ'-.!CIDIO--=.'lllillHoIiD&_ ...... )'ioId

. ~Ie 10 po:rm;&.aDo1 aDC CIIIi' PorfIIOio~'iIIiII DIs ..... 

bladcs=ianlOpivoc_fiameaiDciDo n "'
ofuid -.. bIode-w. apcalllli4_ bIode ...... 

san:tms all obJ-. 
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5,233,819 

Pateat Not Issued For 1'hiII NIIIIIlber 

5,233,820 
LAWNMOWER BLADE 

Raymoad w. WiIlsie, ate. lila 39 A-6, .4-lt, '''' .. Ark. 71m 
PlIed Dee. 18, an, Ser~Np..B2,549 

I.at.. 0.5 Aom 34/64. 34/73 
U.s. a. 56-255 2IIU;lIri ..... 

.. 
1. A Iawnmower blade for mounting OIl It powered rotary 

Iawnmower, comprising: 

(a) an elongated blade bar mounted for rotary operation on 
the lawnmower; 

(b) a circular cutter blade pivotally and rowably secured to 
each end of said blade bar and a plurality of teeth provided 
on the periphery of said cutter blade for cutting grass and 
weeds; and 

(c) a genel'lllly U-shaped grass blower secured to each end of 
said blade bar and shaped to extend above and at least 
partially over said cutter blade, Ri:SpeCtiveiy. for removing 
cut grass and weeds. 



,~, 

GBASS CUTtING DEVICE 
David L. CampbeU. Houston, TeL,. assignor to Wesley It: Oder 

and Stephen M. ,BlngIWn,both of Houston; TeL,. part interest 
to each . 

Filed ne;. 20, 1988. Su. No. ZK'/;J31 
Int. C1.' ADlD SSl18 , . 

u.s. CI. S6-U.7 Z1 Claims 

1. A gTlISS or weed cutting device adapted for :tttachment to 
:l. Jawnmower, comprising: 

an elongated, rectangular, curved, ,rigid support. member 
having two distal ends and structure disposed at a central 
location between the distal CIIds for attaching the member 
to the lawnmower; .:'.' ,""" ,;.:; ", ":"-

airfoil means attached to· the member between a distal end 
and the central location and curved upwardly towards an 
upstanding orientation relative to the member. and with 
the device attached to the lawnmower said airfoil means 
being oriented towards the lawnmower and away from 
the grass for providing suction on the grass; and 

a plurality of elongated. ttansv=ly flexible tines attached 
to each distal end of the member, each. tine- extending 
outwardly from the member in general. longitudinal align
ment with the member, each tine having a distal tip dis. 
posed below the respective distal end of the member with 
the device attached to the lawnmower. 
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Texas Traffic Laws 1993-1994 

UNIFORM ACT ves Art. 6101d 235 

driving. 
(b) Every person convicted of reckless driving shalf be punished upon such 

conviction by a fine of not more than Two Hundred Dollars ($200), or by im· 
prisonment in the county jail for a period of not more than thirty (30) days, 
or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

ARTICLE VI. DRIVING ON RIGHT SIDE OF ROADWAY; 
OVERTAKING AND PASSING, ETC. 

Sec. 52. Drive on right side ot roadway-exceptions. (a) Upon all roadways 
of .sufficient width a vehicle shan be driven upon the rrght half of the road
way. except as foHows: 

1. When overtaking and passing another vehicle proceeding in the 
same d1rec1ion under the rules governing such movement; 

2. When an obstruction exists making it necessary to drive 10 the lett 
of the center of the highway. provided, any person so doing shall yield the 
rightwOf-way to aU vehicles traveling in the proper direction upon the 
unobstructed portion of the: highway within such distance as to constitute 
an Immediate hazard; 

3. Upon a roadway divided into three marked lanes for traffic under 
the rules applicable thereon; or 

4. Upon a roadway restricted to one·way trafflc. 
(b) Upon all roadways any vehicle proceeding al less Ihan Ihe normal speed 

of traffic at the time and piace and under the conditions then existing shan 
be driven in the right.hand lane then avaiiable for tratffe, or as close as pr,ac~ 
ticable to the right·hand curb or edge of the roadwaYl except when overtak~ 
ing and passing another vehicle proceeding in 1he same direction or when 
preparing for a left 1um at an intersection or into a private road or driveway; 

(c) Upon any roadway having four or more lanes for moving traffic and prt> 
viding for two-way movement of traffic. no vehicle shall be driven to the left 
of the center tine 01 the roadway. except when authorized by official Irallie
control devices designating certain fanes to the left side of the cenler of the 
roadway for use by trafflc not otherwise permitted to use such lanes. or ex~ 
cept as permitted under Subsection (a)2 hereof. However, 1hls subsection .. 
shaJl nol be construed as prohibiting the crossing of the center line in ma~· 
ing a left tum Into or out of an alley. private road. or driveway. 

Sec. 53. Passing vehicles proceeding In opposite direction. Orlvers of vehicles 
proceeding in opposite directions shall pass each other to the right, and upon 
roadways having width for not more than one line 01 traffic in each direction 
each driver shall give to the other at least one-half (%,) of the main~1raveled 
portion of the roadway as nearly as possible. 

Sec. 54. Overtaking a vehicle on the left. The 10JJowing rules shaJJ govern 
the overta~ing and passing of vehiCles proceeding In the same direction. sub
Ject to those limitations, exceptions and specfaf rules hereinafter stated: 

(a) The driver of a vehicle .,.erta~lng another vehicle proceeding In the 
same dlrectton shall pass to the left thereot at a sale distance and shaJl not 
again drive to the right side of the roadway until safely clear of the overta~en 
vehicle. 

(b) Except when overta~lng and passing on the right Is permitted, the driver 
of an overtaken vehicle shall give way to the right in favor of the overtak,ing 
vehicle on audible signal and Shall not increase the speed of his vehicle un-



236 ves Art. 6701d TEXAS TRAFFIC LAWS 

til completely passed by the overtaking vehicle. 

Sec. 54A. Operation of vehicle on Improved shoulder. (a) A driver may operate 
a vehicle on an improved shoulder to the right of the main traveled portion 
of the roadway as long as necessary and when the operation may be done 
in safety only under the following circumstances: 

(1) to stop, stand, or park; 
(2) to accelerate prior to entering the main traveled lane of traffic; 
(3) to decelerate prior to making a right turn; 
(4) to overtake and pass another vehicle that is slowing or stopped on 

the main traveled portion of the highway disabled or preparing to make a 
left turn; 

(5) to allow other vehicles to pass that are traveling at a greater speed; 
(6) when permitted or required by an official traffic control device; or 
(7) at any time to avoid a collision. 

(b) A driver may operate a vehicle on the improved shoulder to the left of 
the main traveled portion of a divided or controlled-access highway when 
the operation may be done in safety only under the following conditions: 

(1) to slow or stop when the vehicle is disabled and traffic or other cir
cumstances prohibit the safe movement of the vehicle to the shoulder to 
the right of the main traveled portion of the roadway; 

(2) when permitted or required by an official traffic control device; or 
(3) to avoid a collision. 

(c) The provisions of this section limiting the operation of vehicles upon 
improved shoulders shall not apply to: 

(1) authorized emergency vehicles responding to calls; 
(2) police patrols; 
(3) vehicles and equipment actually engaged in work upon a highway 

but shall apply to such persons and vehicles when traveling to or from such 
work; or 

(4) bicycles. 

Sec. 55. When overtaking on the right Is permitted. (a) The driver of a vehi· 
cle may overtake and pass upon the right of another vehicle only under the 
following conditions: 

1. When the vehicle overtaken is making or about to make a left turn; 
2. Upon a street or highway with unobstructed pavement not occupied 

by parked vehicles of sufficient width for two or more lines of moving vehicles 
in each direction; 

3. Upon a one-way street, or upon any roadway ·on which traffic is 
restricted to one direction of movement. where the roadway Is free from 
obstructions and of sufficient width for two (2) or more lines of moving 
vehicles. 

(b) The driver of a vehicle may overtake and pass another vehicle upon 
the right only under conditions permitting such movement in safety. In no 
event shall such movement be made by driving off the main traveled portion 
of the roadway except as provided In Section 54A. 

Sec. 56. Limitations on overtaking on the left. No vehicle shall be driven 
to the left side of the center of the roadway in overtaking and passing another 
vehicle proceeding in the same direction unless authorized by the provisions 
of this Act and unless such left side is clearly visible and is free of oncom
ing traffic for a sufficient distance ahead to permit such overtaking and pass-
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SAE J232 Dec. 1984 
Industrial Rotary Mowers Section 7.6 

Thrown Object Test 
7.5:.1. Tt:.I"I' CoHv~n.., ~ ""...,Id 1)(' pot.it~ &0 11K" M. 

(inr tdp til .. 'ta(~rr bI.:aor:iC' ft 305 llrat (If hd ;t: 1$ ftUJt to.S w., 
~ JOlnd b;.,e. "'teJI .up\lCIN IH"C" ncnu.arr w pnicloa tllIC' ~ 
:nx:h UW lfir (Uuit'K cd,l: 0( Iix- bbrie it 30) RIm (If JII) aWw: d~ 
And b.:a#. Iht-~ .. u alQU be- at I"DUnd ~ I~ fK c!o1l'lktC he) ~ 
than .. 0 Dml (Ui itt) in db.c.ctcr ;and no 1fIl'ft dull .is: m.J.I be- usni 
per ('*lnc' uniL 'tl\¢ ~ sh.lIIl-c rbr<d H ~.J:UT 'U. ~ 
.- sUdl. OC" odI.eT .. ~ ~ .. .ila nDnUIIIl11T'tt qq dte' 
~Id if '.1: ~ ~ at tM tt'lil1itllul'I't C1IUilt«" bdcht. Ir ad&tirwW 
~ ~ ~. lher d-.dd be ""~nf aI kut 150 _ 4,5.9 in) 
otif.IiIk dw bbdo1: t't~. T1'c ft.o<iln.'t" -T. IlIlo t>e Wl"toorted rmm ....... 

7.5.3 "l"I::::n' hocuIU'I.:-TtlC' IC1I:I ,{gll cwWst cI' 'We'r'CQt dow.!~ 
mc.mdIu:1ian nf,eu ra:ls in.sct1ed inlO am at d«ll( C'qtan,,,~ boIM 
for I:"Xil bAde' ,,~bIr in ~ with rl(. 7ft:. n.e trJl I'DdI .. b.1l 
be inlrudvn:d IlInXlIPt ttw tube afIod c ....... .d ,1mn~~ :n ~ bot 
Y'i!l. 71i or dlroul(h • ,imWir an21Il[cmmJ witb .'" ~ .~taI aaht. 
A m1f1cienl nllrnbr:<r ni'lC:Il rvda sf»>'" be' dtorpcd into each nttbto ftsht 
~~ ftJ Ihlrt • bbdt::-~_ :n Icm 'Wft' 'C'Sl n.cr. p<'f' JlMitiart.. 

7.5.4: TUT ActJt\ 'It~T1.c IlIlOaoet thtft II"t'IUin in (QI,I'I{II"W'IQ:' wit1, 
aU I.PItliabk mqWmk"ft!.l of Ihh rect:Wn.rnen&Nt prxtict:. 111iC' 1m. n:Jds 
liraD. not 1:Jn:II\; dtm<tp tho:- bbdc: ttOWinc fK lob« ",dufUR' bu~ IIIIrf 
(S('lI'jX' Ihruuch ~-(rPC' d~ !llId. u dam Jt~d"1M' ;u klftr u 
»0 (aiI'lIt'r b ~ ,.,.dririd\nc. 

, .. '"'~ Object TnI....('f"o be tundgctC'd Jlftn' die ,mK'1\1JW,1 m.. 
'qmr ,"", (Don not ~1 to .tnu-.tn-= mowen) !'Sf:<: ra,ooniul' WtwI. 
......... A.I 

7,6.1 TUT [.qln"",m-t.he tnt ~iIes ptT P'~arti I.US and 
1M firtun: peT Yip. t. S. Ot" oC u zttplic2Wc. YOl" undcnlOUl\led uniU. 
• gl5 111m (3G itt} dQ'II'Idft' vrnic:tl ~indc<r of blXcIll1MI't1"i:J .Na.l he 
pI,a,c,"t'd itt the ~ ~ luch dQt .he bad tIC &be: ~ .Na.l be' 
'6 rum {S iul bcfllilld the- bki ut the opcmgr'. toCM or ':& tUftI (l in) 

• ~ tllC' n::zr potidrm q( an actual opcntor in the Cft:'Il( .tAl d~ .. 
no h:rl. suppot1 Oft .he:lC'at. :nt.c .~ cyliooitT .haft mend &om I.be 
~1Oh t'Wt'I'dI rbnl. .-it_ 10 • hdfju. #Ill l ta. (S!) in) no-~ 
oper:IIiw't1lOll. 

Nam rtuMiom mnJI I.e. I'NMk 10 pNlC'a the ~Iur dwiu, the ..... 
1,1U 1':uT Qnmml»Cl' ($o:e p:ahIt'lJlh ':.1.) 
1,U 'T"r.S1' r.OCI.l!iU1tIt-"1"be- tell.dWJ C'Oft.Iitt of~nl dt'lW1tw:ud 

brtnxfucl ..... f!li'751ett 1Jf'C!:il:'Clh hc-;uJ fil'llt ;lIId 75 tC'S't .P"'~iks l..inl 
tint itl'lC'rtrd Cruo .. .-.ell r;w( ~I C"qlDII,.t~ Imln rUt' cad, I~~ 

PRIMARY HOLE 
LOCATED ON 
LINE OF TRAVEL 

DURING TESTS ALL 
HOU!S t.'UliT BE PLUGGeD 
WITH THE I"TRODUCTION TUBE 
OR OTHER MEANS 

1M, iN ~ .Jlh .... IPI. 11\. ,.,.. ec:..t ~kI. aSql k i,--t,..duu:d 
tllI~ the- ,ube uI4 rnnnn ~ .~ ~ 1". r'l.1A _ 
1I11'.lUlh I Htm"br:URU~!IC"h __ rncd.:lbk:d 1Uht. 'Tk ihtr....a...c~ 
1M!: d.:di be-~td dltt'l:.' liMn b ndi billie (,,$0 peT huIr) lOr • 
lolII #JllGOO lin" ~~. nw- drup Ift:kdIr sf-*l """,,irt n:t:.. 
tl?rir ('Qf\HanI .00 be- ..!j!:lMcd fg ~ dAt: lI'C'I~ 5 N 15" .. 
.be ~ ~ drup lflll'Ol11;L die bb:k- .id.- JlQ11l1P1 w.fo: ("IWIUIC1 

("in onkr to' CfUUI'(' 1'- .he cutitr ~t tIC the '"" ~ if ~ 
lQdle~/I..flrr~ f5Gtc&t~an:"rndu«d.fhc-~ .1 . GIO __ (tif itt. &.J'At'kT rirde ~ tile iwrodgct~ "ft.oir NAIl 
be- lVUQIIr:d {{f ftf'i(r tflllt Lo:t1l't:'l:'n $"" U~ d tJ.- ,de. ~"..... 
lI~b tiM' bttde> ... t-:t -kine bb:k- mnll1t1. Sec: Yq(. ?e 1« ht-i&bt 
"J"n:k'llJ;jI~ 

On ~ "lOftft. II: mzy ftO( 'Nt pal'lihl'e to I~ tfKIR' d~ I~ 
oflbot «'SI projmik'l rrompaulnc~CIIr l.t.bdcp:llh "'bo"ura:otK:lCL 
In dm c:!IW. lbe 150 'tlllUlfity mvM be- ~.wC'd to P&t~ dut .. Icmt 
1:27 v«!:Imnl:J 40 Illlllc bbde ~ och ''''''' 1'1d, Otn I~ tkt~ 
hd>t:f by lOUod Ot" ~U"I!lItt., lhe:: pnsod,""",1I. 

7 .G.. $ctM~fk't ~ 150 IS_" II3I¥C' 'bfton Ltuvdun:d. t'CC"IWd 
'he num"n o(....a. c:nnc.c.vd by- Ik !.bde ;aM ft'mfd dl(' ourtb un 
die w;alI ahtUf't' die bbde Ht.. • liw: f"otJQ.hl( CfOOI-: 

(:Ij Ui4.ltlthr' .. ~_ 
tbl r.,uk1wta in d ... opt'AUIII"_W 
(cJ nics ollUi&: tlte:- o;ld'&ttIII" S:I:'lIIIr 
rd) l"vnctun:w O(,tflidr I"," ~ ~ 

Tnul dw; _.bet' q( ItUIotb "' r.dl4'~ r(KW" (':IIh~'luna IQ obi. 
" thcir en!"" for tk ~ bbdoe:-~ (P'IIndura an! • n:talt or • 
rtole in IxMh ~ J w '1I.t'J:d __ crid t.i) tflC'f win. be'indtHkd 
.ht'll ('OOI.IJ'I'iI" hits.. 1~ do noc MkI hits to punc"Ull'n rnt ~ 
~ I'C lhia...u.d rnunt md'I puowta.Ih: ~ .. ~ hitJ-Diwitk cadt 
awq br tiM: ,nul ~ ql:tbdoMail mnt.:K1J ror IhIl~. 

'1A5 '!'r#A.a:t:n'~Ot'odtbl* .Pdk. _oe Ill'thot c."UI!.,..... 
b.rft~gJ~"'DI't'IJbaIcsm:dthc~~ncecritm.: 

(I) 2~ lnu. in: (he opcn.tor-1t!CW! 
t\o) C.s" ~n, shc-~'Z.tMC 
Cd I~ biu (III", tbc opew1tt._ '01l0I': • 
<d) 5,. punaurn GUlPdc du:o _>pc:TJu .. __ 

F;ailutc ttl :.., q( (he four ~ niu:'rit shall COtIS'lNutI;' Ca.iI!"C' 
o(lhe rttIIdw.:.. In the""" tbC' ~ e."1I tloe tftt. it I:nIIT he ITft'lltcd. 
'f1Ic KOn'l.an:! dleD <1lmplW on tbc:rum or.roe Iwn It:ItL trtbc tcan' 

lint nmodl th<- ~,III(T ("I"i(c:TI.. lhe msdu!'IC h:u r.ikrl &he k'II. 

.5 DSG BASIC eCl'WEEN 
HOLE$. EACH HOLE MAYBE 
VARIED AS NECESSARY TO 
CLEAR STRUCTURAL 
COMPONSNTS 

25:1.3mm(1 t.O.12int 

HOLE DIAMIiTER 
TO FIT INTROOUCTION 
TCBE 
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Arrf'.NOIX A. 

INDUSTRIAL ROTARY MOWER THROWN OBJECT TESTING 

HIT: RUPTURE OF THE FIRST lAYER 
OF THE THROWN OBJECT TARGET 
MATERIAL BY A TEST PROJECTILE. 

PUNCTURE: RUPTURE OF ALL LAYERS 
OF THE THROWN OBJECT TARGET 
"'ATERIAL BY A TEST PROJECTilE. 

MACHINE MODEL: __________ _ SHIELDING TYPE (II .>edl: _______ _ 

SERIAL NO.: SHIE LDING PT. NO" 

BLADE SPINDLE !If MuIl",I." _______ _ CONDUCTED BY: __________ _ 

BLAOE PT. NO.: ___ TYPE: ___ _ 
DATE: 

%SaSbd on ten oblcet hin or pUnctures divided by number of obf~' hit by blDd. 

1. 

... .... 

•. 1._ 

Totld 01 

No.oj 
Tm 

Objee'll -liSOMinJ 
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OccupatiOnal Saf&1y and Health Admin., Labor § 1928.57 

Subpart D-Safety for Agricultural 
Equipment 

§ 1928.57 Guarding of fann field equip
ment, farmstead equipment, 8l1d 
eottongl.a& 

(a) Genera:l-(l) Purpose. The purpose 
of this section is to provide for the pr0-
tection of employees from the hazards 
associated with moving m&ehlnery 
puts of fann field equipment, fum· 
ste&<! equipment. &nd cotton g1ns used 
in &nY agricultural operation. 

(2) Scope. P&rag;"a.ph (a) of this sec
tion conta.!ns general requirements 
which apply to all covered equipment. 
In addition. po.rag:raph (b) of this sec· 
tion a.pp!! .. to farm field equipment, 
ps.ragra.ph (e) of this section a.pplies to 
tarmstead equipment. and paragraph 
(d) of this section applies to cotton 
g1ns. 

(3) Application. ThIs section applies to 
all farm field equipment, farmstead 
equipment, and cotton gins, eltCept 
th&t ps.ragra.phs (b)(ll), (b)(3), and (b)(4) 
(l1)(A). and (c)(2). (c)(3), and (c)(4) 
(l1)(A) do not applY to equipment m&.n· 
ura.ctured before October 25, 1.9'16. 

(4) Effective date. ThIs section takes 
effect on October 25, 19'16, eltCept that 
ps.ragra.ph (d) Of this section ia effec
tive on June 30. 19'1'l. 

(5) Definjttons-Colton gim are aye.. 
tems or mMhinps which condition seed 
cotton. sepe.tll.te lint 1):om seed. convey 
materl8la. and packJl,gellnt cotton. 

Fa"" field equipwmt means tractors 
or Implements. includIng self-propelled 
Implements. or &nY combination ther&
o! US<Id In agricultural operations. 

Farnutead equtpment . means 88l'1cul. 
tural equipment norma.llY nsed In a. 
statlo:nar:Y ma.nner. ThIs Includ.... but 
Is not limited to. ma.terla.ls handling 
equipment and aceessorl... for such 
equipment Whether or not the equip
ment :Ill an Integra.! pa.rt of a. buildIng. 

Ground ari'ven """'P01lont: are compo
nents which are powered by the turulng 
motion of a wheel as the equipment 
travels over the ground. 

A fIlLLl1'a or .hieltlia a harrier designed 
to protect against employee" contact 
with a ha.!:a.rd crea.ted by a. moving ma.
chinery pa.rt. 

Power take"'ff shcifts are the sh&fts 
and knuckles between tbe trs.ctor. or 
other power source. and the flrst gear 

set. pulley ~ sprocket, or other compo
nents on pewer ta.ke-<lff .hail; driven 
equipment. 

(6) Operating irutnu:lions. At tbe time 
of Initial assignment a.nd a.t l ..... t a.nnu· 
ally tberea.fter. the emll!oyer sha.l.l In· 
struct every employee In the safe oper· 
atlon a.nd servicing of all covered 
equipment with which h. is or will be 
inVOlved, Including at least the follow· 
Ing safe operating practices: 

(1) Keep all gua.rda In place when the 
machine I. In operation; 

(Ii) Permit no riders on fann field 
equipment other than pemona required 
for instruction or .... Istance In mao 
chine operation; 

'(111) Stop engine. disconnect the 
power source. and wa.it for a.ll machine 
movement to atop before serviCing, ad· 
Justlng. clea.nlng. or unclogging the 
equipment. except Where the .ma.chlne 
mllSt be runuing to be properlY serv· 
Iced Or maintained. In which ease the 
employer shall Instruct employees .... 
to a.ll stepe and procedure. which are 
neC8SI.\IU'Y to safely service or maintain 
the equipment; 

(Iv) M&k:e sure everyone Is clear of 
maclllnery before starting the engine. 
.~ pewer. or operating the ma.
chine; 

(v) Lock out electrical power before 
performing malnten8.llce or "rvice" on 
farmstead eqnlpment. 

(7) MetJwd:I 0/ fIlLLl1'ding. Except &8 
otherw1es provided In this subpa.rt. 
ea.ch employer shall protect employees 
from coming Into conta.ct witb hazards 
crea.ted by moving ma.chlner:v puts as 
fOllows: 

(I) Throngh the lnst&Ua.t!on and use 
of .. guard or shield or ~ by 10-
ca.tion; 

(II) Whenever .. guard or shield or 
g'lUU'd!ng by location Ie Infea.slble. by 
IlSIng a guardra.Il or fence. 

(8) strength. mod tluign of fIlLLl1'a.. (I) 
Where IfllRrds are used to provide the 
protection required" by this. section, 
tbey shall be designed and loca.ted to 
protect a.ga.Inst Inadvertent ·conta.ct 
with the hazard being guarded. 

(II) UnIe"" otherwise epecI1led.. ea.ch 
gna.rd and Its supports shall be ca.pable 
of withstandIng the force that a. 250 
peund Indi vldua.!. leaning on or fall.!ng 
a.ga.Inst the guaJ:d. would· exert upen 
th&t guard." 



§ 1928.57 

. (ill) Guards shall be free from burrs. 
sbarp edges, imd sh.o.rp corners. a;nd 
shall 'be securely faJltened to the eoui~ 
ment or butldlng: 

(9) Gtumllng by l<>eatitm. A component 
ls' gua.rded'· by 10ca.t1on during oper-, 
atlon. ma.lnteDa:!ce. or servle1ng when, 
'beca.use of: its loca.tion; no employee 
can inadvertently come in contowt with 
the" hazard during, such opera.tlon. 
ma.lntena.nce. or servicing. Where the 
employer can show tMt any exposure 
to haz.a.rdl! resuits from employee con
duct which constitutes a;n lsol&ted a;nd 
unforeseeable': event.· the- component 
sha.II &lao 'be considered gua.rded by lo
cation. 

(10) Gwrding by railings. Gua.rdra.ils 
or fences sha.II be capable of protecting 
aplnst employees 1nadVertently enter
ing the hazard01lll are&. 

(11) S..,,;c;ng and maintenance. When
ever a. moving maChinery part presents 
a hazard during servle1ng or ma.lnte
ns:nce. the engine sha.ll 'be stopped. the 
power source disconnected. and a.ll ma.
chine movement stopped before servic
ing or ma.lnteDa:lc.e 18 performed. ex
cept where the employer can esta.bllsh 
tbJ>.t: 

(i) The equipment m1lllt 'be rtIIIIlllltr to 
'be properly serviced or ma.lnta.lned; 

(11) The equipment c&nnOt 'be serviced 
or ma.lntalned while a gua.rd or guards 
otherwise reqUired by this standard are 
in pIa.c.e: and 

(ill) The servIe1ng or ma.lnteDa:lce 
can 'be ea.fely performed. 

(b) Farm /iJl/d equipmenHl) p01Ql1r 
taktHlff {I!I.O.TdinD. (i) All power t&ke-otr 
shafts, including rear, mid- or alde
mounted shs1t8, sha.ll 'be gua.rded either 
by a master shield. as proVided in para.. 
graph (bXl)(Il) of this section. or by 
other protective guarding. 

(Il) All tracton sha.ll 'be equipped 
with a;n agrtcu1tura.1 tra.ctor master 
shield on the rear power take-<>!! ez
copt where remove! of the tractor ma&
ter shield ls permitted by ps.ragraph 
(bXIXlll) of tbls section. The master 
shield sha.II Mve sufll.cient strength to 
prevent perma;nent deformation of the 
shield when a. 250 pound opera.tor 
mounts or dl&mounts the tractor using 
the shield sa a step. 

(ill) Power ts.ke-<>!f driven equipment 
sha.II 'be guarded to protect aplnst em
ployee eontowt with positively driven 

29 CFR Ch. XVII (7-1-93 Edition) 

rotoat1ng members' of the power drive 
system. Where power. take-off driven 
equipment is of: a design requiriI:g' re
moval of the tractor rosator shield. the 
equipment sha.II &lso lnel ude protec
tion from tbJ>.t portion of the tractor 
power. ts.ke-off shaft which protrudes 
from the tractor. 

(iv) Signs sha.II 'be pl&ced at promi
nent locations on tra.ctors and power 
ta.ke-<>ff driven equipment specifYjIlg 
tbJ>.t power drive system saiety shields 
must be kept in pI&ce. 

(2) Other power tT~ compo
nents. (l) The mesh or nip-points of a.ll 
power driven', gears. belts. cbJ>.lns. 
shea.ves. pu1IeYS. sprockets. and idlers 
sha.ll be gua.rded. 

(ll) All revolVing shafts. Including 
projectioDS such as bolts. keys, or set 
screws, shall 'be guarded. ezcept 
smooth abJ>.ft ends protruding less than 
one-ha.!! the outside dlameter of: the 
sha!t and its locking means. 

(ill) Ground driven components sha.II 
'be gua.rded in a.ccordance with para.. 
gra.phe (b)(2Xi) and (bX2)(1l) of this sec
tion l! any employee may 'be ezposed to 
them while the drives are in motion. 

(3) Fu7lClimull ~. FunOtlona.! 
components, SUch as snapping or h1lllk
ing rollS. stra.w sprea.den and choppen, 
cutterbars. fia.ll rotors. rot:a.ry beaters. 
m!zlng augers. feed ron., conveYing 
augers.. rot:a.ry tIllen, and s!mll&r 
uutts. which must 'be exposed for prop
er function, sha.II 'be gua.rded to the 
fallest ezteut whlch will not suhstan
tIa.llY interfere with norma.! function
ing of the component., 

(4) A= ttJ """,;"g .rx::ru. (i) Guards. 
shields. ud a.ccesa doors sha.ll be in 
pla.ee when the equipment Is in oper
a.tion.. 

(ll) Where remoVlLl or lI. gua.rd or ac
e"",, door will ezpose an employee to 
any component which continues to r0-
tate after the power is disengaged. the 
employer sha.II provide. in the irnme
diste .... ea.. the following: 

(A) A rea.dlly visible or aUdlble warn
ing of rots.tion: and 

(B) A saiety sign warning the em
ployee to: 

(1) Look and listen for evidence of ro
ts.tlon: a;nd 

(Z) Not remove the guard or access 
door until all components Mve 
stopped. 
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SAFETY ST A..NDARD FOR IDGHW A Y MOWING 

I Purpose 
These specifications are intended to provide a guideline for purchasers, 

contractors, and operators of industrial rotary mowers to reduce the number of thrown 
objects during use. 

2 Scope 
These specifications apply to towed rotary mowers with more than one blade 

assembly, a total cutting width of 84 inches or greater, mounted on a propelling tractor 
or machine intended as industrial mowing equipment and designed for cutting grass and 
other growth in public use areas (e.g. roadways and highways). 

Specifications do not apply to: 
- Turf care equipment primarily designed for personal use, consumption, or 

enjoyment of a consumer in or around a household or residence 
- Equipment designed primarily for agricultural purposes but may be used for 

industrial use 
- Self-powered or self-propelled mowers or mowing machines 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Propelling machine: a tractor or self-propelled machine 

3.2 Rotary mower: a power mower in which one or more functional components 
cut by impact and rotate about a vertical axis. . 

3.3 Safety sign: a durable label used to convey safety information that meets the 
requirements for safety signs as specified in ASAE S441. 

3.4 Shield (or Guard): a barrier which minimizes inadvertent personal contact with 
hazards created by moving machinery parts. 

3.5 Towed: implements that are pulled from the drawbar of a propelling machine 
and are usually equipped with wheels for transport. 

4 General Requirements 
All mowers included in the scope of this specifications must also meet the 

following industry and federal safety standards: 

SAE J232 

OSHA 1928.57 
equipment, 

SAE Recommended Practice: Industrial Rotary Mowers 

Guarding of farm field equipment, farmstead 
and cotton gins * 

* The term "farm field equipment" shall be taken to include industrial rotary mowers 
included under the scope of this specification 



In addition, mowers may not be altered in such a manner that they no longer 
comply with any section of this and the above standards. 

5 Guarding and Shielding 

5.1 COMPLIANCE - If any guard or shield which is offered as an option or standard 
equipment is required for the mower to comply with any standard or test in this 
specification, that guard or shield shall always be in place while operating the mower. 
This fact shall also be made known to the operator and shall be displayed on a 
prominent safety sign located on the mower. 

5.2 MAINTENANCE - If any guard or shield on the mower which is no longer in a 
condition suitable to comply with section 5.1, that guard or shield shall be replaced or 
repaired in order to comply with section 5.1. 

5.2.1 If a guard or shield is constructed with material which may be subject to rapid 
wear or deterioration, the guard or shield shall undergo frequent inspection for repair or 
replacement. 

6 Recommended Practices 

6.1 TRAINING AND INS1RUcnoN 

6.1.1 In accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
standard, Subpart D, section 1928.57, paragraph (6): Operating instructions: 

" At the time of initial assignment and at least annually thereafter, the 
employer shall instruct every employee in the safe operation and servicing of all 
covered equipment with which he is or will be involved, including at least the 
following safe operating practices: 

(i) Keep all guards in place when the machine is in operation; 
(ii) Permit no riders ... other than persons required for instruction or 

assistance in machine operation; 
(iii) Stop engine, disconnect the power source, and wait for all machine 

movement to stop before servicing, adjusting, cleaning, or unclogging the 
equipment, except where the machine must be running to be properly serviced 
or maintained, in which case the employer shall instruct employees as to all 
steps and procedures which are necessary to safely service or maintain the 
equipment; 

(iv) Make sure everyone is clear of machinery before starting the 
engine, engaging power, or operating the machine; 

(v) Lock out electrical power before performing maintenance or 
service. I! 
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6.1.2 The employee shall instruct every employee at least annually on the proper 
mowing procedures and recommended practices set forth in this document and in 
"Roadside Vegetation Management" a volume of the Infrastructure Maintenance Manual 
of the TxDOT including: 

Chapter 1: Vegetation Management Guidelines 
Chapter 2: Mowing Standards 
Chapter 4: Native Grasses, Wildflowers. and Legumes 

The employer shall also make the employee aware of any changes to mowing practices 
given by the Texas Department of Transportation. 

6.1.3 The employer shall make available to every employee the safety brochure andior 
safety video andior prescribed training program on mowing safety designated by the 
Texas Department of Transportation. 

·6.2 MOWING DIRECTION 

6.2.1 Divided highways or roadways with a center turning lane shall be mowed 
against the flow of traffic in the lane or group of lanes nearest the mower. 

6.2.3 Roadways with two travel lanes flowing opposite each other shall be mowed in 
the safest, most efficient manner possible as dictated by the terrain and traffic 
conditions. Mowing should proceed against traffic flow in the nearest lane whenever 
possible. 

6.2.4 Full width mowing or areas that require more than one pass to complete 
required mowing shall be mowed in a manner such that the strip nearest the travel lane 
be mowed last and against the flow of traffic in the nearest lane. 

6.2.5 Center medians should be mowed in the safest, most efficient manner possible 
as dictated by the terrain and traffic conditions. For those center medians which require 
only a single strip mowing along the shoulder as defined in "Roadside Vegetation 
Management". that strip shall be mowed against the flow of traffic in the lane or group 
of lanes nearest the mower. 

6.3 CUTr!NGHEIGHT 

6.3.1 The cutting height of the mower shall be set to the height described in 
"Highway Mowing Standards" determined by the Texas Department of Transportation. 

6.3.2 The cutting height of the mower shall be checked and adjusted for correctness 
every time that machine is to be used. 

6.3.3 The blade encasement of the mower shall be adjusted according to 
manufacturer's instructions such that the rear of the mower is between 112 inch to 1 
inch higher than the front of the mower. The cutting height shall be measured on a 
level surface from the ground to the lowest part of the blade. 
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Roadway Type 
II DiVided Highway or Roadway 

with center tum lane 

I 
I 

~ 
o 
I 
A 
N 

o 
R 

4 j :Ii! L 
A 

~ 

I 
I 

tit 
I 

I~ 
I 

MoW agalnst til ;I'flc direction to 
redUCe the spew ~.J 11 thrown object 
and a car. 

II Two Lane Highway 

~ 
+: t '"j. In.t 
I 

Mow in the safest, most effldent way 
poS$lbIe. Mow agalmt tlaUlcflow in 
nearest lane when pGJStble. 

For areas where moWing more: than one 
strip Is requ1red, mow the strip nearest 
the road last whenever possIble. 

Safety Precautions 
II Never operate unless all shields 

and guards are properly in
stalled. 

II Never dismount tractor while 
the PTO is turning. 

.. Do not attempt to raise wings on 
slopes or banks. This may cause 
mower and tractor to Up over. 

II Pick up all rocks and other debris 
before cutting. Never assume an 
area is clear. 

II Do not raise wing with blades 
rotatIng If bystanders are 
withlng 300 feet of mower. 

II Set height of the back of the 
mower one inch higher than the 
front. This tends to force objects 
forward and down Into the 
ground. 

CTf( 
Center for Transportation Research 

3208 Red Wver, Suite 200 
Austin, Texas 78705 

Safe Mowing 
Practices for 

Rotary 
Bat-Wing 
Mowers 

Center for Transportation Research 
The Uni~rslty of Texas at Austin 



..... 
o ..... 

General Safety Instructions 
Study Op<!aIOr', 11 
Manual' tb<>foughly 
to prevent mlswe. 
abuse; and accident$.. 

DO NOT ALLOW 
CHILDRENo! 
othert to ride on 
tractor or Imple~ 
ment. Failing 011 
can Injure or Idll. 

2 NOA.IDf;R$, 
NO CHILDREN opeRATORS. 

Always operate with r USl SA,FUr SHOES, HAR[) 
roll-()ver~protectlon HAT, SAnTY ClASSES. SEAT 
(ROPS) and fastened aRTS. &; ROPS 

seat belts to prevent 
IDJut}' or death. 

Block up Of support 
cutter securely 
beCore working 
under lifted compo
nents. Area must be 
clear before tower~ 
Ing. 

.6ill-' 
4 8LO<:K UP SECUM!lY 

eUORE WORKING UNO~R. 

Before: transporting. 
place IIlllevet in full· 
IIIl posItion, Follow 
local trame codes. 
Slow down at nlghtk 
for turns, and on 
hll15lde., 

Make certain that I 
Slow Moving Vehicle 6 
slgllS, wamlng lights, 
and reflectors are 
clearly vlslbJe. 

USE SM\!, LIGHTS &. 
R!FUCTORS 

NEVER operate: with 
cutter Of section 
raIsed off ground. 
Injury or death may 
result from oblects 
thrown under guards. 

7 00 NOr OJl£RA.T£ WITH 
CUTTl)l OR WING RA~SEO 

Before dlsmoUntlng, 8 00 Nor MOUNfOfl 
SKUre Implement in DISMOUNT WHILE MOVlNG. 
transport posmon or 
lower to ground. Put 
In park/set brakel 
stop engine/remove 
key. 

~
~ .. .....,,1,-.. 

Rough Terrain 
When approaching a ditch .•• 

DO NOT 

approach ~ 
dltchstralght I/Io.,,,~ '\ 
ahead... ..",# ~ 

Drive-shaft 
bottoms 
out ... 

Approach 
ditch at an 
angle. 

Incorr&:t approach can cause the driwUne to 
come loose from the tractor. The result could 
cause Injury or death to the operator, as well 
as expensIve dama~ (0 the machine . 
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Instructions 
(I) For the purpose of a TxDOT mowing safety study, this fonn should be completed both 
by the mower operator and tbe driver of the other vehicle. This document is not an 
insurance form. 

(2) Please answer all question that you can., and leave the rest blank. 

(3) Read each question first, and then draw a diagram of the accident in the space provided 
below. 

Diagram of Accident 

I. Time of Acciden,t..t _____ _ 2. Date of AccidentL ___ _ 

3. CoUllty in which the accident occurred"-______ ~ _____ _ 

4. Equipment type: 
--push mower 
_riding lawn mower 
_tractor-pulled mower 
_other~ ___________ _ 
_ unknown 

6. Equipment class: 
_rotary 
_ flail 
_sickle 

7. Road class: 
_interstate highway 
_fum to marl<et 
_UIlderpass 
_feeder 
_offramp 
---J?arlcing lot 

Mower Tractor 

_disc 
_other, _______ _ 
_unknown 

~ebighway 
_ranch road 
_overpass 
_0Il ramp 
_street 
_other' __________ _ 



8. Road surface: 
_concrete 
--D:lvel 
_brick 

9. Road characteristics: 

_asphalt 
_dirt 
_ofuer ________________ __ 

_one-way, number oflanes,_--,,_.,-
_two-way, number oflanes per direction, _____ _ 
_ inside emergency lanes 
_outside emergency lanes 
-.-Jrighway intersection 
_stoplight intersection 
_turD. 
_sharp curve 
_foric 
_ofuer~ ________________________________ _ 

10. Speed limit of road: 
_0-20 mph 
.-.21-40 mph 
_41-60 mph 
_61-65 mph 
_unknown 

II. Mower.position: 
-.-side of road 
_ditch 
_ofuer 

12. Motion of mower: 
_forward 
-.-statiolJllI)' 

13. Mower direction: 
_against traffic of closest lane 
-J>CI'Pendicular to traffic 
_unknown 

_median 
_slope 
_unknown 

_wifu traffic of closest lanes 
_ofuer ________ _ 

14. Number of lanes between mower and vehicle: 
_0 _I 
.-.2 _3 
_ofuer _unknown 

15. Vehicle direction: 
_direction opposite of mower 
-J>CI'Pendicular to mower 
_unknown 

_direction same as mower 
_ofuer _____ ~ __ 
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16. Direction object left mower: 
~trighl 
_front left 
--,=rigbt 
--,=Ieft 
_rigbtside 
_Icftside 
_ofu~.~~ ______ _ 
_ unknown 

17. Cutting height of mOwer lit the time oith. accident WIlll __ inches. 

18. IllStalled saf"%.1~ccs: 
_c _cable reinforced chains 
_floating side skirts _~g canvas 
--.JUbber skin --IlIOdified e.xbaust port 
_internal duct and bames _automatic leveling mechanism 
--'= and front sland-off deflectors 
_unknown 
_other~ ________ __ 

19. Signs and warnings: 
_advanced warning signs 
_arrow board 
_flags 
~ooeseen 

_reduced ~cad signs 
_flashing lights 
_concs 

20. Location of vehicle damage (circle any that apply): 

Body: front. rear, bood. top, right side, left side, tire, othu'--__ _ 

Window: windsbield. right-side, left-side, rear, other __________ _ 

21. Amount ofvebicle damage (tmal dollar amounts only, no estimates): $ ____ _ 



Appendix G 
Roadside Vegetation Management Manual 
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Chapler 1 - Vegetation Mmw£I.'nICIU Guidelines Sectioll 3 - Cuideliltes jor Levels 

Section 3 

Guidelines for Levels of Vegetation Management 

Level One 

Average Daily Traffic: VARIED ('This level is determined solely by 
surrounding property use) 

Surrounding Property Use: DEVELOPED URBAN ONLY (residential, 
commercial, or services development - including 
rights-of-way within small cities, towns, and villages) 

Indicated on the map by; RED 

Conduct veget.tion management on roadways designated as level one according to 
tbe following guidelines: 

Mowing and Trimming: 

• Use frequent mowing for developed areas. Consider strip mowing for safety 
instead of full width mowing in wide right-or-way areas. 

• Set CUlling height no lower than seven inches (18 em). 

• Mechanically trim behind curbs where appropriate. 

Herbicide: 

Chemically treat pavement edges, paved medians, signs, riprap, delineators, 
guardrails, etc. (as per the Herbicide Operations Momwl). 

Wildflowers: 

Seed large interchanges with wildflowers each year if practical. 

NOTE: Narrow medians, narrow outer separations, and areas adjacent to 
manicured private property are inappropriate for wildflower propagation. 

Ornamental Plantings: 

• Remove all dead ornamental plants as soon as possible and replace with 
appropriate plants as soon as practical. 

• Expand ornamental plamings on a gradual basis to ensure proper plant 
establishment with available maintenance personnel. 

(COlli illUed) 

Rnadside Vegetatio/! MUIlGgcmelll 1-9 TxDOT - 11/93 
(a lIotum~ Of Ih~ In[raSlructurc M(lil'l.lcrt(lna: Manunl) 



ChapTer 1 - Vegetation ManagemcJl/ Guiaelim!s Sectian 3 - Guidelines for Levels 

Level One (colllinued.) 

Irrigation Systems: 

Keep all irrigation systems in good operating condition. 

Erosion Control: 

Implement erosion control measures as necessary (slope stabilization, seeding, 
mulching, etc.). 

Roadside Vegelation Mallogemelll 1-10 TxDOT - 11193 
(a vO/Untt' of tht' /nfrasltucrurt' Mainu!tlrmc( Mr/nunl) 
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Chapler 1 - Vegetation Monogemt!1H Guidelines Seelio/l J - Cuidt!/il1CS for Levels 

Level Two 

Average Daily Traffic: 10,000 AND ABOVE 

Surrounding Property Use: 

, Indicated on the map by; 

PARTIAlLY DEVELOPED URBAN OR RURAL 

BLUE 

Conduct vegetation management On roadways designated as level two according to 
the following guidelines: 

Mowing and Trimming: 

• Perform strip mowing only where necessary, during wildflower season. Perfonn 
subsequent strip mowings as necessary (a minimum of two strips is 
recommended). Perfonn one full·width mowing in late fall. 
NOTE: In high rainfall areas and areas of year-round moderate temperature, 

rapid vegetative growth may require additional strip and spot mowing for 
safety and to facilitate drainage. 

• Set cutting height no lower than seven inches (18 cm) to leave some residual 
cover for strong regeneration of native grasses. 

• Mechanically trim where appropriate. 

Herbicide: 

• Use chemical overspray or ropewick applicators to control tall grasses such as 
Johnsongrass andlor other pest plants at least 10 days prior to mowing. 

• Chemically treat pavement edges, paved medians, signs, riprap, delineators, 
guardrails, etc. (as per the Herbicide OpemliollS Manual). 

Ornamental Plantings: 

Remove all dead ornamental plants as soon as possible and replace with 
appropriate plant material as soon as practical. 

Erosion Control: 

Implement erosion control measures as necessary (slope stabilization, seeding, 
mulching, etc.). 

Wildflowers: 

Seed areas with wildflowers where practical and delay mowing until mature seeds 
are set. 

Roadside Vegetation MallagemeJII 1·11 TxDOT - 11/93 
«(.I YOIum~ of the !n!rnsfflu:1UT<f Mainu:nG1U2 Manual) 



Chap{cr 1 - Vcgc[(lIirm M(mngem(!1tf Guidelines Section 3 - Guidelilles for Level.:; 

Level Three 

Average Daily Traftie: 3,000 - 10,000 

Surrounding Property Use; RURAL 

; Indicated on the map by: YELLOW 

Conduct vegetation management on roadways designated as level three according to 
the following guidelines: 

Mowing and Trimming: 

• Normally, perform strip mowing as needed for safety during wildflower season 
and throughout the April 1 through August 15 wildlife nesting and rearing season 
(a minimum of two strips is recommended), Perform spot mowing as necessary. 
Perform one full-width mowing in late fall. 
NOTE: In high rainfall areas and areas of year-round moderate temperatures, 

rapid vegetative growth may require additional strip and spot mowings for 
safety and to facilitate drainage. 

• Set cutting height no lower than seven inches (18 cm) to: 
• ensure strong regeneration of native grasses 
• provide erect residual cover for the following year's early nesters 
• provide roosting and escape cover for wildlife 

facilitate drainage and brush control. 

• Establish non-mOw areas where appropriate (slopes, wide rights-of-way, large 
interchanges, etc,) to allow for maximum reseeding and vigor of native grasses, 
forbs, legumes, and wildflowers and to provide for almost continuous nesting use 
from spring until late summer. 

• Mechanically trim where appropriate. 

Herbicide: 

• Use chemical overs pray Or ropewick applicators to control tall grasses such as 
Johnsongrass and/or other pest plants at least 10 days prior to mowing. 

• Chemically treat pavement edges, paved medians, signs, riprap, delineators, 
guardrails, etc. (as per the Herbicide Opera/iolls Manual). 

(coll/inued) 

Roadside Vegetalioll Mnll(lgemelll 1·12 TxDOT - I1I93 
(ll l'olunre of Ihi: InjMnrucfftrt! M{lint:nan~ Mllllunl) 
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Chapter 1 - VegetatiOn Mallagcme1ll Guidelines Secfion J - Guidelines for Levels 

Level Three (collli.wed) 

Ornamental P1antings: 

Remove all dead ornamental plants as sQon as practical and replace with 
appropriate plants when funds are available, using locally adapted native tree, 
shrub, and brush species indigenous to the ecological region. 

Erosion Conlrol: 

Implement erosion control measures as necessary (slope stabilization, seeding, 
mulching, etc.). 

Wildlife Habitat and Native Plant Conservation: 

Minimize and delay mowing activides to promote: 
• continued propagation of native seed sources across the state 
• ground cover for erosion control 
• nesting and escape cover for many forms of wildlife, 

Public Awareness and Support 

Place "ROADSIDES FOR W1LDUFE» signs at selected locations to foster public 
appreciation of rural roadsides managed as wildlife nesting cover. Signs will 
signify to passers·by that this practice not only saves money but aids a variety of 
natural birds and mammals, 

Wildflowers: 

Seed areas with wildflowers where practical and delay mOwing until mature seeds 
are set. 

Rnadside Vegetation Mallogemelll 1-13 TzDOT - 11193 
(0 VOfUlnt! of the lnfrasrnu:ture MninJenanCI: Manual) 



Chapter 1 - Vegetatioll Managcm{}llI Guidelines SecliOll 3 - Guide/ilIes for Levels 

Level Four 

Average Daily Traffic: 0 - 3,000 

Surrounding Property Use: RURAL 

Indicated on the map by: GREEN 

Conduct vegetation management on roadways designated as level Jour according to 
the following guidelines: 

Mowing and Trimming: 

• Perform spot and strip mowing as needed for safety (a minimum of two strips is 
recommended). Perform only one full·width mowing in late fall as necessary for 
the management of native grasses and wildflowers. 
NOTE: In high rainfall areas and areas of year-round moderate temperalures, 

rapid vegetative growth may require additional strip and spot mowing< for 
safety and to facilitate drainage. 

• Set cutting height no lower than seven inches (18 cm) to: 
ensure strong regeneration of native grasses 

• provide erect residual cover for the following year's early nesters 
• provide roosting and escape caver for wildlife 
• facilitate drainage and brush control. 

• Establish non·mow areas where appropriate (slopes, wide rights-of·way, large 
interchanges, etc.). 

• Mechanically trim where appropriate. 

Herbicide: 

• Use chemical overs pray or ropewick applicators to contra) tall grasses such as 
Johnsongrass and/or other pest plants at least 10 days prior to mowing. 

• Chemically treat pavement edges, paved medians, signs, riprap, delineators, 
guardrails, etc. (as per the Herbicide Operations Malluaf). 

Erosion Control: 

Implement erosion control measures as necessary (slope stabilization, seeding, 
mulching, etc.), favoring the use of native grass mixtures. 

(continued) 

Roadside VegetariOll Matutgemem 1·14 TxDOT - 11 t93 
(a volu.me of Ihe InjmslfUCfUr(! M(;inlI!MllCl! Manual) 
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Chapter 1 - Vegetation ManagemeJtl Guidelines Sectioll 3 - Guideliues for Levels 

Level Four (colilinued) 

Wildlife Habitat and Native Plant Conservation: 

Minimize and delay mowing activities to promote: 
• continued propagation of native seed sources across the state 
• ground cover for erosion control 

nesting and escape cover for many forms of wildlife. 

Public Awareness and Suppon: 

Place "ROADSIDES FOR WILDLIFE" signs at selected locations to foster public 
appreciation of rural roadsides managed as wildlife nesting cover. Signs will 
signify to passers-by that this practice not only saves money but aids a variety of 
natural birds and mammals. 

Roadside Vegela/ioll Manogeme", 1-15 T:xJ)OT - 11193 
(a volume of the In!rnslructuTt:: Mainlt!nMu Manual) 



Chapter 1 - Vegc{(llioll Managemem Gwaeliltf!S Sec/ion 3 - Guidelines for Levels 

Notes: 

Roadside Vegelt1liol! MOllogemeJll }-16 TxDOT - 1II93 
(a volum~ of the In{rostrtJctutt Mninlt:nanu Manual) 
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Calculations 
Probability Distributions 

Using the SIMAN statistical software package and the results of the performed 

experiments in Reference 17 gives: 

Distribution of Thrown Rocks: 

Weibull Distribution with parameters alpha = 0.239, beta = 4.33 

Mean = 34.8 ft., Standard Deviation = 59.4 ft. 

Distribution of Thrown Blocks: 

Exponential Distribution with parameter lambda = 0.0176 and shifted -0.001 ft. 

Mean = 56.9 ft., Standard Deviation = 57.1 ft. 

Distribution of the Combination of Blocks and Rocks 

Exponential Distribution with parameter lambda = 0.0218 and shifted -0.001 ft. 

Mean = 45.8 ft., Standard Deviation = 59 ft. 

Velocity Calculations 

Using the linear momentum equation from Reference 11: 

molvol + !Ilj,jVbl = lllo2V02+ !Ilj,2Vb2 

where: 

(1) 

lIlohffioz : initial and fmal mass of thrown object = 0.51b 

lIibl,lDbz : initial and final mass of the blade assembly = 25 lb 

VohVoZ : initial and fmal velocity of thrown object 

VbhVb2 : initial and final velocity of the blade assembly 

and the coefficient of restitution equation: 

e = 
Vb2 - Vo2 

(2) 
Vol- Vb1 

where e is the coefficient of restitution, 

the exit velocity of a thrown object can be found. 

l18 



Experimental data from Reference 16 gives the range ofe from 0.45 to 0.90 for the 

impact of an object and blade assembly. The value used was e = 0.82, 

approximately the value for an impact of steel and rock. 

Mower brochures from John Deere and Alamo Group list the blade tip velocity, 

vb 1 = 280 kph. 

The initial velocity of the thrown object, Vol = 0 kph. 

Solving equations (l) and (2) simultaneously gives the object's exit velocity, 

V 02 = 500 kph . 

. Relative Velocity and Impact Velocity 

Assume: 

Vehicles are traveling at 97 mph 

Object is thrown at 45' to the roadway 

Object arrives at both vehicles with the same velocity 

Air resistance is neglected 

Using the thrown object velocity above Vo2 = 500 kph and the four configurations 

shown in Chapter 5, Figure 5.2: 

Case I: 

Far Lane: Relative Velocity at impact 

x-dir: 0 - (-138.6 cos(45) = 98 mls 
y-dir: 26.8 - (-138.6 sin (45» = 124.8 mls 
Impact speed: 158.7 mls 

Near Lane: Relative velocity at impact 

x-dir: 0 - (-138.6 cos(45» = 98 mls 
y-dir: 26.8 - (-138.6 sin (45» = 124.8 mls 
Impact speed: 158.7 mls 
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Case IT: 

Far Lane: Relative velocity at impact 

x-dir. 0 - (-138.6 cos(45» = 98 mis 
y-dir: -26.8 - (-138.6 sin (45» = 71.2 mis 
Impact speed: 121 mis 

Near Lane: Relative velocity at impact 

x-dir: 0 - (-138.6 cos(45» = 98 mis 
y-dir: 26.8 - (-138.6 sin (45» = 124.8 mis 
Impact speed: 158.7 mis 

Casem: 
Far Lane: Relative velocity at impact 

x-dir. 0 - (-138.6 cos(45» = 98 mis 
y-dir. 26.8 - (-138.6 sin (45» = 124.8 mis 
Impact speed: 158.7 mis 

Near Lane: Relative velocity at impact 

x-dir: 0 - (-138.6 cos(45» = 98 mis 
y-dir: -26.8 - (-138.6 sin (45» = 71.2 mis 
Impact speed: 121 mis 

Case IV: 

120 

Far Lane: Relative velocity at impact 

x-dir: 0 - (-138.6 cos(45» = 98 mis 
y-dir: -26.8 - (-138.6 sin (45» = 71.2 mis 
Impact speed: 121 mis 

Near Lane: Relative velocity at impact 

x-dir: 0 - (-138.6 cos(45» = 98 mis 
y-dir: -26.8 - (-138.6 sin (45» = 71.2 mis 
Impact speed: 121 mis 



Appendix I 
Data Collection Documents for Investigation 

of Mowing Activity 
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Name of Contractor: 

Name of Team Member: 

Area Code of the Contractor: 

DaWTime Interviewed: 

Questions for Mowing Contractors 

1. What safety features do you use on your equipment to prevent thrown obje.::tives? 

2. If the TxDOT provided updates on safety equipment and advances in mowing 

equipment, would you read this material? 

3. What problems does mowing agaiDst traffic create ror you? 

4. Do you provide safety training? If so, what type? 

5. Does your safety training for the mower operators include increasing their awareness 

of mower-thrown-objects? How? 

6. How do you feel about providing safety training ifTxDOT gave you materials? 

1. Would you be willing to contribute to TxDOT for the development of a mower 

certification program? 

8. How do you handle claims reported by the motorists regarding MTO damages or 

injuries? What are the methods that you take to handle such claims? 

9. How many claims do you get per year? 

10. What types of objects were thrown? 



11. Does putting the tractor/mower in reverse increase the risk of your operator being 

struck by mower thrown objects? 

12. How do you feel about filling out accident forms for TillOT. if required? 

13. Axe your mower operators paid on the basis of time or land mowed? 

14. What types of mowers do you currently use to mow your contracted land? 

15. Do you currently employ people whose task is specifically to search through the land 

to be mowed for foreign objects such as glass. rocks, trash? 

16. How are your mowing guideline developed? 

17. Do you have any other ideas or suggestions for the TillOT concerning mowing? 
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Name of Team Member: 

Name of Mower Operator Interviewed: 

Time and Date of Interview: 

Method of Interview: 

Questions for Mowing Operators 

L How often do you mow against the traffic? 

2. Does mowing only against the flow of traffic increase the time it takes to complete a 

mowing job? 

3. Does mowing only against the flow of traffic increase the number of times you have to 

cross the road? 

4. Can you mow in any direction if it is not convenient to mow against the flow of 

traffic? 

5. If you need permission to mow with the flow of traffic, is the person you need to ask 

easy to access? 

6. If an object is thrown by your mower. ate you aware of it? 
(CIrcle One): always usually sometimes rarely never 

7. In which cases are more objects thrown? 

(CU'Cie One): moving forward turning moving in reverse unknown 

8. lfuw far have objects been thrown by your mower? (Circle Any): into the nearest lane 

two lanes away more than two lanes unknown 



9. Has any motorists complained to you about damages to their vehicles resulting from 

MTOs? 

10. Do you mow over visible foreign objects that are not grass? 

11. How often do you perform maintenance on your equipment? 

12. Are you aware of any safety chains on the mower? If so, are you aware of the 

purpose of these chain? 

13. A:£e you aware of any other safety device on your mower to prevent MTOs? 

14. Do you prefer using a certain brand of mower? If so, what kind? 

15. How often do you mow a certain area? 

16. Would you be willing to spend time to participate in a mower training program or a 

mower certification program provided by the TxDOT? 

17. If an improved mowing procedure, one that is significantly different from what you 

normally do, is offered to you by the TxDOT, would you change your mowing 

procedure? 

18. What do you prefer? Mowing with the traffic, mowing against the traffic, IIlOwing 

perpendicular to the traffic, or mowing in cireJes. 

19. How would you mow around signs or obstacles? 

20. How much control does the site supervisor have on procedural decisions? 

21. From where on the mower are the most objects being thrown, and what direction? 

22. Are you aware of the traffic laws concerning mowing along state roadways? 
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23. Have you ever been warned by law enforcement personnel regarding to mowing 

violations? 

24. Do you bave any ideas or suggestions for the TxDOT concerning mowing? 



Observation Checklist 

Date: Time: 

Location: Conttactor: 

Number of Mowers Type of Mower: 

I. Mower direction with respect to the flow of traffic: 

Against the flow With the flow 

2. Mower procedure when mowing roadside obstacles: 

Reverse mowing Wing raised mowing Circle mowing 

3. Reverse mowing when nOI mowing: 

Blades engaged Blades disengaged 

4. Terrain condition: 

Aat Rocky Hilly Urban Rural Trench 

5. How does the mower operator handle road transitions (such as a split in the road)? 
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6. Around what objects are the mower wings ralsed? 

Signs Road Obstacles Bridges Trenches 

Rocks Trees Gates 

Blades engaged Blades disengaged 

7. MTO observed? 

NO YES How many? 

The type of terrain present: 

Flat Rocky Hilly Urban Rural Trench 

Dicection of mower during occurrence of MTO: 

Forward Reverse Stationary 

8. Origin ofMTO from mower: 

Frollt Rear Left side Right side 

9. TxDOT inspector present? 

NO YES 

Within sight Out of sight 
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10. Height of grass after mow: (for 5 measurements, 100 yards apart) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 

5. 

Average ___ _ 

11. Mowing Types: 

Strip Mowing Spot Mowing Full Width Mowing 

12. Diagram of Mowing Pattern: 

13. Traffic citation issued? 

NO YES 

Name traffic code violation 
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14. Were there safety chains on the mower? 

NO YES 

Where? 

Front Sides Rear 

15. Were there warning signs present on roadway? 

NO YES 

Were they clearly visible? 

NO YES 

16. OTIIER COMMENTS: 
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